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LETTERS I EDITOR 
Dear Ed itor: 
I read your article on balancing career 
and family ("Time Crunch: Young 
faculty members keep pace with tenure 
clock while raising families ," Fall 2006) 
with great .interest. However, it seemed 
to miss a major part of the career/family 
paradigm: dads. 
I'm a dad who is trying to get tenure 
while raising a 6-year-old. The article 
reminds me of Gloria Steinem's axiom about women in our 
society constantly being asked, "How will you balance career 
and family?" while men never once get asked that question. 
I'd love it if someone asked me ( or other dads) but they 
never do. It seems like such an omission might reinforce 
the perception that dads don't need to participate in the 
"second shift." 
Off to revise my book and make tacos for dinner (at the 
same time). 
Jason Crouthamel 
Assistant Professor of History 
I was disappointed to read the highlighted statement 
("Time Crunch: Young faculty members keep pace with tenure 
clock while raising families," Fall 2006) by Professor Carolyn 
Shapiro-Shapin, who stated that it is important for her daughter 
to know "that mom's a person, in addition to being a mother." 
I believe this perspective does a disservice to full-time moms 
(and dads), as well as parents who are part-time adjunct faculty 
like me. Working outside the home and raising children 
is tough, but it is - after all is said and done - a personal choice, 
with some exceptions for single parents and those who may find 
themselves in difficult economic circumstances. 
I know many intelligent and educated women who have delayed 
or left careers for full-time child rearing. My concern with this 
article, in general, is that the writer may have advanced the notion 
that women ( or men) who choose to stay home full-time with 
children are not as much of a person as those who additionally 
take on employment outside the home. 
Letters to the Editor can be mailed to: 
Grand Valley Magazine 
1 Campus Drive, 260 LMH 
Allendale, Ml 49401 
or sent via e-mail to: gvmagazine@gvsu.edu. 
Jan Johnson 
Grand Rapids 
Please include your name, class year (if applicable), hometown and 
phone number (not for publication). Letters are subject to editing. 
The University Bookstore is offering a 
20 percent discount on these titles. 
Looking for a good book? Check out these recommendations from Grand Valley staff members 
The Kite Runner 
(Riverhead Trade, 2004) 
by Khaled Hosseini 
This novel was selected as the 
community reading book for the 
winter semester at Grand Valley. Set 
in Afghanistan, the book tells the 
heartbreaking story of the unlikely 
friendship between a wealthy boy and 
t he son of his father's servant. LeaAnn 
Tibbe, ass istant director of Student 
Life, sa id Hosseini's book helps the 
reader become familiar with the social 
and pol itica l climate of a country that 
is continua lly in t he news. 
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Colonize This: Young Women of Color 
on Today's Feminism 
(Sea I Press, 2002) 
edited by Daisy Hernandez and 
Bushra Rehman 
The young women who wrote these 
essays look at their various cultures 
and families and consider how their 
experiences have influenced their 
understanding of feminism . Jo Ann 
Wassenaar, assistant director of 
the Women's Center, said the book 
allowed her to reframe how voices 
have been included and excluded in 
the discussion on feminism. 
Fooled by Randomness: The Hidden Role 
of Chance in Life and in the Markets 
(Random House, 2005) 
by Nassim Nicholas Taleb 
Taleb presents the concept of 
randomness as part of our thinking 
about our daily lives at work and at play. 
Ron Garrett, assistant director of the 
FTLC and professor of engineering, said 
the author asks why, in business, people 
so readily think that they are looking 
at skill when it is really just dumb luck 
that they are seeing. Taleb uses his own 
investing experience and examples of 
successes and failures of others. 
1 Remembering the Crossings1 
with a year of activities 
The year 2007 marks the 200th . 
anniversary of the abolition of the Trans-
Atlantic Slave Trade. Commemorative 
events are planned worldwide, including 
in the West African nation of Ghana, 
European countries and the United States. 
Grand Valley and many other area 
institutions and organizations have 
planned a year of programs under the 
theme, "Remembering the Crossings: The 
Struggle to Abolish the Trans-Atlantic 
Slave Trade and Slavery." 
Steeve Buckridge, associate professor 
of history and associate faculty in 
African/ African-American Studies said 
the purpose of the commemoratio~ is to 
educate the public about the Trans-Atlantic 
Slave Trade and the residual effects that 
still linger today. It is estimated that 
between IO million to 21 million Africans 
were sold into slavery between the 1500s 
and 1800s. 
"What started as an area of my own 
interest and commitment grew into a 
feeling of duty and responsibility as an 
educator," said Buckridge, who was born 
and raised in Jamaica and has lived and 
taught in South Africa. 
A sampling of the programs planned 
throughout the year include: 
• Organized tour of the Underground 
Railroad. 
• GVSU Art Gallery exhibition, "Them: 
Images of Separation," featuring guest 
lecturer David Pilgrim and items 
from the Ferris State University Jim 
Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia, 
through March. 
• A GVSU film festival about Senegal's 
most admired filmmaker, Ousman 
Sembene, and screenings of his films 
"Black Girl" and "Moolaade," 
March 14-16. 
• GVSU series of guest lectures on 
the history of the slave trade, slavery 
and modern human trafficking. 
For more details visit www.gvsu.edu/ 
abolition or contact Buckridge at 
(616) 331-3298 or buckrids@gvsu.edu. 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
Muskegon County 
farm will convert 
waste to energy 
A Ravenna dairy farm is home to a 
new biodigester that turns animal waste 
into electricity. The construction of the 
dairy farm biomass conversion plant 
was announced in late October by the 
Michigan Public Service Commission, 
Grand Valley, and farmer Tim den Dulle 
The project, conducted with Grand 
Valley's Michigan Alternative and 
Renewable Energy Center, is being funded 
with a $ 1 million grant from the Michigan 
Public Service Commission. The den 
Dulk farm will contribute $ 1.2 million for 
the site preparation required to host the 
biodigester. 
The biodigester itself will be 48 feet 
in diameter and 4 7 feet tall. The manure 
from the cows will be kept in the digester 
tank for about 21 days. The waste will be 
mixed in the tank and be broken down 
by microbes. The main product of the 
process is biogas, which is comprised of 
60 percent methane. 
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Middle school benefits from •eattle of the Valleys' 
By collecting money door-to-door and 
holding a president hostage, members of 
Grand Valley's Student Senate raised more 
than $ l 9,300 to help buy books for a new 
library soon to be constructed at Bwton 
Middle School in Grand Rapids. 
The money was ra ised during "Battle 
of the Valleys," a week-long competition 
between Grand Valley and rival Saginaw 
Valley State University to see which 
university could raise more money for a local 
charity. 
Nancy Patterson, chair of the Reading 
Language Arts Program at Grand Valley, 
helped select this year's charity. She said there 
are less than l 00 paperback books in the 
Burton Middle School library. Though the 
library collection has roughly 7,500 books, 
most are outdated. She said the size of the 
library is less than half of what it should be. 
"Students use Burton's libraty all the time," 
said Patterson. "They are hungry for books, 
but there simply aren 't enough books to 
feed that hunger. We cannot expect students' 
literacy rates to improve ifwe cannot supply 
them with books 
to read." 
At one Battle of the Valleys event, students 
held President Thomas J. Haas "haastage" in 
the KirkhofCenter fo r an hour while people 
donated money to free him. 
Louie the Laker puts a good-spirited President Thomas J. Haas in jail during an event to 
raise money to buy books for Burton Middle School. 
• • • 
Fi rst GVSU animal control t raining 
class receives certificates 
Twenty-two students completed the 
Animal Contro l Officer Tra ining Program 
at Grand Valley. Gra nd Va lley 's Criminal 
Justice Education Center presented the 
students w ith certificates at a December 
ceremony. 
Grand Valley is the firs t in Michigan, 
poss ibly the nation, to provide 
comp rehens ive animal contro l officer 
tra ining. The program, whi ch was 
launched in September, inc ludes l 35 
hours of training in topics ra nging from 
an ima l identifi cation and behavior to lega l 
procedures and invest igat ive techniques. 
T be eligible for emp loyment as an 
anima l contro l o fficer in Michi gan an 
mdiYidual must uccessfu lly complete 
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l 00 hours of training accepted by the 
Michigan Department of Agri cul ture . 
Williamson N. Wallace, director of 
Criminal Justice Training, sa id currently 
there are no standardized train ing 
requi rements. 
"This program has the full support 
of the MDA," sa id Wall ace . "Graduates 
have satisfied all training and educationa l 
requi rements necessary to seek 
employment as an animal control officer 
in M ichiga n." 
The program has the endorsement of 
the M ichigan Department of Agricul ture, 
Michigan Assoc iation of Animal Control 
Off icers and the Michigan Humane 
Soc iety. 
New design, 
new name? 
We're not shy to change. 
Nearly six years old, 
Grand Valley Magazine 
will debut a fresh, new 
look in the fa ll . But does it 
also need a new name? 
Focus groups were 
conducted last year, allowing people to 
critique the magazine's design and content. 
Several people suggested that it needs a 
new name. What do you think? 
Suggestions for a new name will be 
taken through February. Send an e-mail 
with a suggested name to gvmagazine@ 
gvsu.edu . All participants will be entered 
into a drawing for a gift certificate to Grand 
Valley Bookstores . 
CAMPUS I NEWS 
Laker football gets worldwide audience 
Alumni and Laker fans around the globe cheered Grand Valley 
to its fourth national football championship in five years when 
GVSU beat Northwest Missouri Stat.e, 17- 14, December 16 in 
Florence, Alabama. 
There were many viewing parties at restaurants around the 
country, but likely not many like the one Ken McNamara attended. 
McNamara, who graduated from Grand Valley in 1970, watched 
the game on Armed Forces TV Network in Baghdad, Iraq, where 
he serves as a civilian adviser for the U.S. Department of Justice. 
After 3 1 years as a special agent for U.S . Customs Services, 
McNamara retired but was then tapped to mentor Iraqi lawyers and 
investigators in Baghdad. 
"I saw the game with about 35 people," McNamara wrote in an 
e-mail. "Sadly, no one else was a Grand Valley alum to cheer with, 
nor was anyone there from the other team to gloat over. These were 
just die-hard footba ll fans who wanted to see good ball , and they 
got it! " 
The Lakers were led by quarterback Cullen Finnerty, who ran 
for 11 5 yards and passed for 225 yards. After the game, Finnerty 
reflected on winning three national championships in his four years 
as a Laker. " It's unbelievable. I couldn 't write it any better than 
this," he sa id . 
Fans can relive the 2006 season by purchasi ng a season highlight 
video or DVD: "All Four Won and Won for All." Details and an 
order form are on the back cover of this issue. 
Ken McNamara, '70, stands by the tomb of the unknown 
solider in Baghdad. In Iraq as a civilian adviser for the Justice 
Department, McNamara w atched the Lakers win the NCAA 
Division II football championship on Armed Forces TV Network. 
The Lakers celebrate their fourth national footba ll championship in 
five years in Florence, Alabama. 
si 
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With the win in Alabama, the Lakers extended their winning 
streak to 28 straight games, the longest active streak in any NCAA 
d ivision. 
Laker alumni and fans in Washington, D.C., watch t he football 
game at an area restaurant. 
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\\ CAMPUS I NEWS 
Board approves tw o construction projects 
Grand Valley's Board of Trustees approved p lans to build a new 
indoor recrea tion building near the Fieldhouse and an addition to 
Macki nac Ha ll to acconunodate classes, offices and a lab. 
Construction on a 138,000-square-foot building that will house 
the movement science program and indoor recreation activities is 
expected to start in May and should be complete in August 2008. 
Cost for the project is estimated at $ 18 million. The building wi ll 
support the needs of a growing movement science program and 
increases in club sport and 
intramural participation. 
The building, which 
Mackinac Hall addition: 
130 offices 
22 classrooms 
GIS lab 
Indoor recreation building: 
will house movement 
science program 
1 DO-yard indoor turf fie ld 
six-lane track 
will be across from the 
Fieldhouse on Laker Drive, 
will have three classrooms, 
a six-lane indoor track, 100-
yard indoor sport turf fie ld, 
student lockers and shower 
rooms, and a training room. 
One of its biggest users will 
be the men 's and women's 
track teams. Head coach Jerry Baltes said it will be "one of the best 
competition facilities for indoor track and field meets around the 
Midwest." 
Students and other exercise enthusiasts will soon have additiona l 
room to move. Construction on a new indoor recreation building 
will start in May and be complete in 2008. 
Movement science has seen a 37 percent increase in the number 
of students taking classes in the last five years. During that same 
time, increases in club sport and intramural sport participation were 
69 percent and 48 percent, respectively. 
Patti Rowe, associate professor and chair of movement science, 
said the building will meet the needs of current and future students. 
"In addi tion to providing standard classroom space, the multi-
purpose classroom area will provide opportunities for large group 
fitness instruction," she said . "Students have asked fo r this and we 
cannot satisfy this need in the current fac ility." 
Also in December, trustees approved plans for an addition to 
Mackinac Hall . The 83,000-square-foot building will consist of a 
lower level and four stories with c01mectors to the existing building. 
Construction on the $20 million project is expected to begin by 
April and also be complete by August 2008. It will house 22 
classrooms, a GIS lab and 130 offices. 
James Moyer, assistant vice president for Facilities Plaiming, said 
both buildings will be energy efficient, environmentally fr iendly and 
built to Leadership in Envirorunental and Energy Design (LEED) 
specifications. 
• • • 
Seidman College of Business' accreditation renewed 
Grand Valley's Seidman Coll ege of 
Business' accreditation was renewed. The 
Assoc iation to Advance Collegiate Schoo ls 
of Business reaffirmed 
the accredi tation of the 
undergraduate and graduate 
programs in both business 
and accounting. 
(see related story on page 11 ). It was also 
cited fo r best practices in international 
business programs and partnerships, 
the entrepreneurship 
minor, and the student 
profess ional development 
series. 
The college was 
The college was pra ised 
by the accreditation tea m 
fo r effective practices in 
everal areas, includ ing 
it undergraduate business 
education integration of 
SEIDMAN 
also commended for its 
outreach to the community 
through business centers 
like the Family Owned 
Business Institute, COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
r nterpri se Resource Plann ing software 
prO\ ided by the German company SAP 
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I Michigan Small Business and Technology Development Center, West Michigan Science and Teclmology 
Initiative, Michigan Alternative and 
Renewable Energy Center, and the Center 
for Entrepreneurship. 
Seidman Dean H. James Williams 
said the reaffirmation of accredi tation 
is a testament to the quality education 
the Seidman College delivers to its 
students. The strengths highlight what 
sets a Seidman education apart from other 
business programs. 
"Seidman 's faculty experts excel at both 
teaching and applications-based research 
and implementation - as confirmed and 
highlighted in our recent reaffirmation 
of AACSB International accredi tation," 
Williams said . 
ARTS I 
Heavy metal collaboration 
- by Mary lsca Pirkola 
Flames shot three- to six-feet high 
as 125 pounds of scrap iron was melted 
down every 15 minutes into glowing 
molten metal. The visual spectacle took 
place inside and outside the Calder Fine 
Arts Center. The results produced iron 
sculptures by more than a dozen students 
and solidified the partnership between 
Grand Valley and the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. 
Though current Grand Valley students 
have numerous opportunities to cast 
aluminum and bronze, this was the first 
time they have been able to cast iron, 
which requires a higher temperature 
to melt. During the past two summers, 
Assistant Professor Norwood Viviano has 
taught foundry classes at Ox-Bow School 
of Art, near Saugatuck. Collaboration 
with SAIC faculty members Daniel 
Matheson and Carolyn Ottmers led to 
building the special cupola furnace for 
use at Grand Valley and a group pour in 
October. 
"The two-year collaboration between 
the sculpture emphasis at Grand 
Valley and the sculpture department 
at the School of the Art Institute has 
encouraged interdisciplinary exchanges 
among faculty and students," Viviano 
said. "Since the iron casting process is 
labor intensive and performance based, 
it helped to build community through 
the shared experience of planning, 
orchestrating and observing the event." 
The casting of the iron sculptures 
involved melting 2,000 pounds of 
crushed engine blocks in the 2,600-
degree furnace. Louis Padnos Iron & 
Metal Company in Holland donated 
the cast iron for the project. A dozen 
sculpture students from Grand Valley's 
Art and Design Department, under 
the direction of Viviano, were joined 
on campus by students and faculty 
from SAIC for a group pour of their 
sculptures. 
The molten metal collected in 
specially insulated ladles that hold about 
90 pounds of iron. Dressed head-to-toe 
in protect ive gear, the students performed 
a highly choreographed procedure where 
teams of two maneuvered the long-
handled ladles. They poured the molten 
metal into ceramic molds carefully 
positioned in a sand pit. The procedure 
was repeated a dozen t imes, until each 
of the student and group castings were 
done. 
Once the glowing molds cooled, 
they were broken to reveal the iron 
scu lptures . A record keeper meticulously 
noted every detail of the process to 
create a recipe for the sculptures 
produced. The smallest variance in 
the amount of coke used to stoke the 
furnace, or the cooking time of the 
molten metal, for example, can produce 
different results. 
Sculptures produced during the pour 
were exhibited in November at the Stuart 
B. and Barbara H. Padnos Student Ati 
and Design Gallery, located in the Calder 
Art Center. In the spring, Viviano will 
take some Grand Valley students to 
another large-sca le cast iron pour at the 
School of the Art Institute in Chicago. 
Students melt scrap iron in a 2,600-degree furnace to create iron sculptures. 
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DONOR IMPACT 
Secchia gift expands business horizons - by Brian J. Bowe 
few times each semester, the Seidman 
College of Business Alumni Association 
hosts a compl imentary breakfast series in the 
Loosemore Auditorium of the De Vos Center. 
The series brings in prominent speakers 
to discuss topics like economics, health, 
umovation, entreprenemship and strategic 
planning. This informal breakfast format 
provides an opportunity for students, faculty 
and alumni to connect with professionals 
from the area business community. 
And now, thanks to a gift from 
Ambassador Peter Secchia, those lectures 
wil l continue for the foreseeable future. Two 
lectures a year - one each semester - will 
be named for Secchia. 
Secchia said it is unportant that students 
get the opportunity to interact with business 
leaders who can influence their career 
choices and complement their classroom 
experiences. 
"It's an iJ1teresting mix of students and 
conmrnnity leadership," he said. 
Secchia - who frequently attends the 
lectures hiJnself - said he first raised the 
idea of supporting the breakfast lectures with 
former President Mark A. Murray. 
"I said to Mark that I would like to come 
up with some funding to help keep this 
concept alive," Secchia said. 
Robert Frey, who teaches in the 
Management Department, encourages 
students to attend the lectures and write a 
two-page sunm1ary. 
"I do this to get students in the habit 
- hopefully for life - of capturing 
opportunities for learning when ever they 
appear," Frey said. 
These are especially good oppo1t unities 
for busiJ1ess students, said Frey, who is co-
chair of the Center for Business Ethics at 
Seidman. 
"The morning breakfast series usually 
presents a high level busiJ1ess person, 
and I thmk it is valuable for students to 
hear directly from someone who has been 
succe sfu l in business," Frey said. "I thulk 
student wa lk away encouraged about the 
possibi lities of their own success and 
have learned something." 
Senior management student 
my Manning aid she has fou nd the 
lecture u ful. 
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Seidman College of Business Dean H. James Williams, right, presents a plaque to 
Ambassador Peter Secchia, recognizing his contributions to a lecture series. Joan Secchia 
is also pictured. 
"There are very few opportunities for 
students to be placed in a situation where 
they need to be able to comfortably meet 
and make conversation with a table full of 
business executives from the conununity, but 
the Breakfast Se1ies offers this experience," 
ManniJ1g said. "It's a great place to build 
up your confidence for when you are in 
a situation where you need to impress 
someone. It also provides a great opportunity 
to network with busmess people from the 
conununity and make yourself stand out 
from the pack of hungry job and internship 
seekers." 
Secchia's gift will have an impact on the 
larger business c01mnunity, said one West 
Michigan business leader. 
"Bringing in these kinds of speakers will 
expand everybody's business perspective, not 
just students," said J. C. Huizenga, founder 
of National Heritage Academies and a 
member of the Seidman- Dean's Advisory 
Board. "Hearing it firsthand from voices of 
experience is so important." 
Past speakers in the series have included 
journalist Linda Fasulo, Northwest AiJ·lines 
Executive Vice President Phil Haan and 
Meijer CEO Hank Meijer. Former FDIC 
chairman and Grand Valley patriarch L. 
Will iam Seidman spoke in November. 
Secchia, who served as an1bassador to 
Italy from 1989-93, has long been a stalwart 
supporter of Grand Valley. He was the 
lead donor on the downtown living center 
that bears his name. He has also funded a 
succession of scholarships that help students 
study in Italy. He was a member of tlle 
affectionately named "Land Barons Club" 
that helped bring the Pew Grand Rapids 
Campus to fruition. 
"I always love helping college students; 
there's no question about that," Secchia said. 
Secchia is chairman emeritus and 
remains on the board of Universal Forest 
Products Inc., a Fortune 500 industrial 
company that he joined in 1962. He has 
served as chairman of River City Food 
Company. He is heavily involved with 
Michigan State University, where he earned 
a degree in economics in 1963. 
"Michigan State is my school, where my 
loyalty is, but Grand Valley is my hometown 
university. It needs help, too," Secchia said. 
"Grand Valley is ours." 
DONOR IMPACT 
Seidman integrates ERP software and 
new business worldview 
Business students g~in competitive edge - by Dottie Barnes 
Twenty-two-year-old James Farmer 
is currently a j unior, but he has a job 
wa iting fo r him when he graduates from 
Grand Valley. Farmer, who is majoring in 
managing information systems, secured 
an internship last summer with Owens 
Corning in Toledo. He, along with business 
student Donald Bentley, were the first 
GVSU students to do so. 
"Owens Corning recruits from Big Ten 
schools," sa id Farmer. " I know I got the 
internship because of my knowledge of 
SAP software." 
SAP America Inc. is a leading provider 
of business software solutions and 
the world's largest enterprise softwa re 
company. As a member of the SAP 
University Alliance, Grand Valley 's 
Seidman College of Business has partnered 
with SAP America to receive software 
licenses and training at greatly reduced 
rates. 
Training, technical support and licenses 
for the use of SAP software represented an 
in-kind contribution totaling more than $5 
million for the 2005-06 academ ic yea r. 
Farmer said three out of IO interns in his 
department at Owens Corning were offered 
jobs after graduation. Farmer and Bentley 
were two of the three, competing aga inst 
interns from Purdue, Penn State and Ohio 
State. 
Of the nearly 150 universities across 
the country that participate in the SAP 
University Alliance program, Grand 
Va lley is among a handful to successfully 
develop its own curricula that integrates the 
software with business courses. 
Facu lty members are using SA P's 
flags hip enterprise software, called SAP 
R/3, to deve lop curricula that teach students 
in a whole new way. Simha R. Maga!, 
professor of management, said over the last 
several years businesses have moved away 
fro m a functiona l view of the world to a 
process view of the world . 
"Historically, faculty would teach in 
their specific area without being full y aware 
o f other courses, so students didn 't see how 
each was connected," said Maga!. "This 
silo approach has been true for companies 
as well. That is changing and Grand Valley 
is changing to provide students wi th a 
cross funct ional process view of the world 
and at the same time give them practi ca l 
experience with ERP software. 
"We 're unique because we 're trying to 
apply the in tegrat ive concept across the 
entire curriculum; only 
companies are a lready using some kind of 
ERP software, so he 's not surprised by the 
early success of students like Farmer 
and Bentley. 
"ERP is important to the Seidman 
undergraduate business curriculum 
because it a ll ows students opportunities 
to 'experience' the integration of business 
a handfu l of uni versities " On ly a handful of 
are doing the kinds of 
things we're doing." 
Maga! serves as director 
of the ERP initiative and 
sa id companies across 
the region contact him 
disciplines in more 
mean ingful ways than 
would be poss ible 
otherwise," Williams 
said. 
universit ies are doing t he 
kinds of things we're 
doing." 
after hearing about 
Grand Va lley's program. 
Studies have shown that students who 
experience SAP tra ining in the classroom 
can save the ir employers up to $25,000 
in the form of reduced training costs and 
improved retention. 
I-1. James Willi ams, dean of the 
Seidman Co llege of Business, sa id most 
Business leaders from 
six local companies that 
- Simha R. Magal use or are implementing 
ERP software are 
part of the Seidman College of Business ' 
ERP Advi sory Board. The board includes 
representat ives from Perrigo Company, 
Dematic Corp. , Wolverine Worldwide Inc., 
The Holland Group Inc. , Haworth and 
Jackson Products Inc. 
--- -=u:'I 
Robert Garst, SAP system administrator and Seidman College of Business staff member, 
reviews aspects of the SAP business software with a student. 
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Nate Peck, surrounded by just some of his shoes, will lead the Laker runners at the GLIAC indoor championships in late February. 
Athlete runs into leadership role, record books 
- by Michele Coffi ll 
Running experts recommend changing 
shoes every 300-500 miles to he lp prevent 
injuri es. If Nate Peck followed that advice, 
he would have to buy new shoes every 
month . 
Peck, a junior from Coopersvi lle, runs 
about 400 mi les a month. " I do hang on to 
my shoes longer than peop le recommend, 
but it would be pretty expensive to buy 
new shoes every month," he sa id . 
New shoes or old, Peck has run hi s 
way into Grand Valley's record books. ln 
early November, he won a third stra ight 
Great Lakes Regional cross country title 
with a time of 3 I :30. He dropped that 
ti me by about I minute at the national 
championships two weeks later for 
14 th place. Peck is a standout distance 
runner during track seasons as well. In 
May at the NCAA Division 11 Outdoor 
Championships, he ran the 5,000-meter 
run in 14:07.47, good for eighth place 
and his second A ll -America honor. That 
fo l lowed two seventh-place finishes in the 
mi le and 5,000-meter run at the Indoor 
ham pionsh ips in March . 
Peck is the firs t to admit that he has 
w rkcd for hi s success. " l didn't k11ow 
what it took to be a coll ege athl ete," he 
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said. "The summer after I graduated from 
hi gh school , I didn ' t train that hard ; l was 
taking days off. " 
As a Grand Valley freshman , Peck 
learned that hi s training regimen wouldn ' t 
do when coach Jerry Baltes placed 
him with the team's top athletes during 
practices. 
" In my first year, I was running with 
the top group - the top seven- to- I 0 
runners - and I was hanging on for dear 
life," Peck said. " It seemed like every day 
was a race to prove myself. Every single 
day, I was running as fast as possible." 
He remembered a parti cularl y 
disappointing meet in Saginaw where 
be finished the mile in 4:20. " I spent the 
whole ride back just tearing myself up. 
That was rea ll y the turning point for me," 
Peck sa id. " I stepped up my train ing and 
then my times sta rted dropping to 4: 15." 
Baltes, in hi s s ixth year as head coach, 
reca ll ed the same meet. 
"The best part about Nate and the 
majority of our student athletes is their 
willingness to look in the mirror and find 
the answer," he sa id. " We, as coaches, 
are here to help gu ide and motivate, but 
it comes down to the student athl etes 
taking care of the day-to-day tasks to put 
themselves in a position to be successful." 
After that meet, Peck increased the 
number of miles he ran per week to 
about 100. He's so familiar with training 
in Ottawa County's Aman Park that he 
occas ionally loses track of time. " Running 
has become more spi ritual to me . When 
I ' m running 14 mi les, if I don ' t have 
a watch on , I can't tell if it 's been 15 
minutes or an hour," he said. 
Peck is a psycho logy major and 
schedul ed to graduate in April 2008. While 
he considers which field of psychology 
to enter, he is also thinking about running 
profess ionally after graduation, but said hi s 
SK time needs to drop. 
" I have to get my SK to be consistently 
under 14 minutes," he said. 
Peck 's effo1is to drop hi s times did not 
go unnoti ced by the coaching staff. Baltes 
sa id: "Eventually, we asked Nate to step 
to the front and be a leader in other areas. 
He 's done a great job of finding the right 
time to say what is needed to motivate and 
lead hi s teammates. " 
It seems like Peck has figured out what 
it takes to be a co ll ege athlete. 
Jim Harrison 
A prolific author catalogs his work and life 
- by Mary lsca Pirkola 
W hen Jim Harrison made his annual visit to Grand Valley several months ago he was 
followed around campus by the editor-in-
chief of Publishers Weehly. She Look notes 
as he spoke to students about writing and 
visited a class that was reading one of his 
books. When her article was published on 
November 6, it was immediately archived 
in Grand Valley's Special Collections of the 
University Library, adding to more than 300 
boxes of materials written by, to and about 
Harrison, an internationally acclaimed 
author and Michigan native. 
In 2005, through the efforts of past 
President Mark A. Murray and the 
generosity of the Meijer Foundation, Grand 
Valley acquired the Harrison papers for 
use by researchers and students for many 
generations to come. University Archivist 
Nancy Richard has spent the better part 
of the past year sorting, organizing and 
preserving the collection, which will 
continue to grow as long as new items are 
produced . 
As an icon of American literature , 
Harrison's work has been recognized 
world,vide and published in 22 languages. 
The proLific author of a dozen books of 
poetry, 11 books of fiction , a memoir and 
other nonfiction books has also written 
an abundance of screenplays, reviews and 
articles for a diverse range of publications, 
from Audubon to Zeotrope. 
A 96-page written description of the 
collection, compiled by Richard, serves as 
a useful guide for students and researchers. 
More than one-third of the collection is 
writings by Hanison. They include all of 
his notes, handw1itten drafts, typescripts 
and revisions, revealing his creative process 
from initial idea through publication. 
In organizing Harrison's papers, Richard 
·1lso wanted the collection to tell the story 
of his life and the development of his work. 
ln fact, the two are so interrelated that 
Above, author Jim Harrison is 
pictured with his dog, 1998. 
This signature logo is drawn and signed by Harrison 
to characterize his blinded left eye. 
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1 In) ncms ,ire cross-referenced . 
\ huge portion of the papers, 95 boxes, 
,He l'OITcspondcnce LO and from other 
,1 r!lLTs, publishers, friends and family 
members. ·the earliest is from 1938. ll is 
,l ollahoralive leuer from family members 
wriuen on the occasion of his first birthday 
and contains warm wishes for a goo.d and 
happ) life. 
Early Influences 
Hanison was born in Grayling, the 
second of his parents five children. During 
his childhood, Hanison's family moved 
to Reed City, where his father was the 
county agricultural agent. The authors long 
associat ion \vith Grand Rapids began after a 
childhood accident blinded his left eye and 
landed him in Blodgett Hospital for nearly 
a month. 
Harrison and poet Dan Gerber at Tintern Abbey 
in Wales, circa 1969. 
At right, young Harris~~ stands_outside his 
northern Michigan wntmg studio. 
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"l was only seven and l heard my first 
diesel train here and was quite frightened ," 
said Hanison. "My parents would keep 
coming down to visit on weekends and l 
had an aunt who lived in town, but mostly 
it was just a bunch of kids in the childrens 
ward." 
Harrison was very close to his family, 
especially his father who shared his love 
of hunting and fishing. They also shared 
a deep respect for nature and a strong 
interest in Native American histmy 
"He had a lot of books about lndians 
and one for children I remember called Two 
Little Savages . lL was about two white boys 
that studied about lndians and then went 
off and left their moms," said Harrison. 
"That was also right after my eye accident 
and l did just rnn off into the woods after 
that. lt was a very traumatic thing for me." 
lt would also serve as an influence 
for his foray into children's literature; the 
autobiographical tale The Boy Who Ran Into 
the WoocLs was published in 2000. 
The family moved LO Haslett in 1952, 
to be commuting distance from Michigan 
State University, where Harrison enrolled 
in 1956 and eventually earned bachelors 
and masters degrees. The papers at Grand 
Valley include his college notebooks and 
work on his masters thesis, 'The Natural 
History of Some Poems." 
Dming his MSU years , HaJTison 
developed friendships with fellow students 
Dan Gerber and Tom McGuane, both 
with whom he has spent a lifetime sharing 
writing, chasing dreams and exorcising 
demons. Harrison dropped out of school 
for a short time to investigate bohemian life 
in Ne,v York, San Francisco and Boston. 
He did it again when his beloved father 
and younger sister, Judith, were killed in an 
automobile accident in 1962. In between 
he married Linda May King and the first of 
their two daughters was born. 
While working as a laborer, Harrison 
began to have some success at publishing 
individual poems in national publications. 
With support from established poet Denise 
Levertov, Harrisons first book of poetry, 
Plain Song, was published in 1965. After 
a couple of years as an assistant professor 
of English at SUNY-Stony Brook, Harrison 
returned to Michigan to work vvith Gerber 
on a film project about wolves. They also 
started publishing a literary journal, Sumac, 
began fishing expeditions LO Key West, 
and made a litera1y pilgrimage together to 
Moscow and Leningrad. 
The Spoils of Success 
In 1975 Harrison wrote the screenplay 
of A Good Day lo Die for filmmaker 
Frederick Weisman. While in Hollywood 
he met actor Jack Nicholson on the set of 
Tom McGuanes film Missowi Breaks. The 
course of events had a lasting impact on his 
life and the direction of his work. In 1978 
icholson financed Harrisons writing for 
a year. During that time he wrote, among 
other things, his novella Legends of the 
Fall. The following year he began a long 
career as a contract screenwriter, which 
brought him financial success as well as the 
dangerous trappings of success. 
"I've never been very good at self-
control," Harrison said. "I had , as they 
"Maybe I worked 
too much and 
should have gone 
fishing more." 
- Jim Harrison 
say now, 'issues' with alcohol, drugs and 
stuff. Novelists tend to have a terrible life. 
I grew up basically, as they say, without a 
pol to piss in or a window to throw it out 
of. I was part of a large family. And then , 
when I started doing well myself, I became 
more appalled and sympathetic to certain 
problems it presents. 
"! think it was the economist John 
Kenneth Gilbraith that said 'theres an 
enormous difference between not having 
enough and having enough. And then 
theres the difference betvveen having 
enough and having too much that becomes 
problematic and messy."' 
One outcome of Harrison's success as 
a screenwriter was the ability to purchase 
farm property in Northern Michigans 
Leelanau area. Trips driving back to 
Michigan became restorative as the frenzied 
pace and make-believe world of Hollywood 
were replaced by the slower tempo of rural 
life and the sanctity of the natural world. 
Hanison prefers living in remote 
locations where he can commune 
with nature and hear the voices of the 
wilderness: be it wolves, birds, bears or 
the spirits of the landscape. They are, like 
so many aspects of his life , woven into his 
writing. 
A rural stopping point along the way of 
one such trip, in the mid-1980s, was the 
Sandhills area of Nebraska. It was there 
that Harrison clearly dreamt of Dalva, who 
was also fleeing from California to return to 
her Midwestern roots. She became the title 
character of his 1988 book. 
"Horses and dogs always seem to know 
where they are and how to find their way 
home," said Harrison. "Indians would bend 
a tree branch a certain way to mark their 
path through the wilderness. But most of 
us have lost our cognitive abil ities because 
we don't use them anymore." 
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~a;;~~n talks with President Thomas J. Haas in Seidman House, where the special collection !f 
As Harrisons success grew, so did his 
appetite and skill as a goum1and. For more 
than 20 years he wrote essays on food 
for several publications, including Smart, 
Esquire and Men~ Journal. Many of them 
were later compiled as a book, The Raw and 
the Coolied, published by Atlantic Press in 
2001. Any conversation with Harrison is 
bound to include a discussion of favorite 
meals, ingredients and chefs, including his 
good friend Mario Batali. They once hosted 
a dinner party in Key West for 30 French 
W1iters. 
"We ordered a couple of roasting pigs 
and a thousand oysters and made a huge 
number of side dishes;· Harrison said. 
''Mario is so incredibly fast, he made it 
seem so easy to pull it all together. " 
Harrison once wrote a piece in the New 
Yori? Times asking readers what cookbook 
they had lost that they would really like 
to find again. He shared his Ov\11 lament 
of losing a three-volume cookbook from 
the Italian Community Club of Madison, 
Wisconsin. 
"It even told how to make your own 
prosciutto, which takes a year, what with 
aging the hind quarters ," he said. It didn't 
take long for readers to respond and 
replenish the cookbook to his collection. 
Lasting Impressions 
Relationships run deep within Hanison, 
especially with other writers. The poet Ted 
Kooser, while undergoing cancer therapy, 
wrote a series of poems on postcards to 
Harrison that was later published as a book. 
Intimate conversation in poetry, between 
Kooser and Harrison, was the basis of 
another book, Braided Creek, published in 
2003. They remain very close and in 2006 
Harrison performed readings \vith Poet 
Laureate Kooser in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
"Writers just naturally know each other. 
We critique each others' work and talk in 
general about what a writer is and does. 
The biggest chunk of writing down there 
is correspondence with Tom McGuane. He 
was from Grosse Isle. We've known each 
other since our college years and we've 
been in touch ever since," he said. 
Answers to questions about his life 
and work are often infused with praise for 
others. When asked how such a macho 
wTiter is also in possession of a strong sense 
of the female voice, as evidenced in his 
books Dalva , Julip and others, he credits his 
mother and sisters who were "wonderful, 
intelligent Swedish fann girls," and then 
expounds on how todays culture has bred 
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differences between the sexes. 
'l also read Carl Jung when I was 19. 
He said, ·what have we done with our twin 
1 tcr \\'e abandon at birth?' So see, there's a 
iatural sympathy there," Harrison said. 
Praise \\'as also heaped on his late 
brother John, who was dean of libraries at 
Yale and then University of Arkansas, where 
some of Harrison's papers had been stored. 
"He insisted that I never sell off 
indi\idual manuscripts, though l was once 
offered $100,000 for the manuscript to 
Ocilra. IL was tempting, but John helped 
me Lo realize it was important to keep 
everything together and thought it should 
be somewhere in Michigan," he said. 
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Harrison expressed great appreciation 
for Joyce Bahle, who resides in Tonhern 
Michigan. She has been his assistant for the 
past 27 years, transcribing his handwritten 
notes and dictation and providing a sense 
of order LO the managemenL of his career 
and his life . He also complimented Richard 
for her hard work organizing the archive 
during the past year. 
"It was amazing to me how much stuff 
there was for her LO go through," he said. 
"Maybe I worked too much and should 
have gone fishing more." 
Harrison hedged when asked to think 
about his legacy, saying, "That's not for me 
to decide." When asked which one of his 
books means the most to him, he was only 
slightly more forthcom ing: 'Tm not sure, 
it changes everyday. You inevitably think 
of them as your children and can't play 
favoritism." 
Harrison's most recent book of poetry, 
Saving Daylight, was published in 2006, and 
his most recent novel, Returning to Earth, 
in January. He is currently at work on a 
book of short essays, Pilgrimages. He said it's 
about "the 30 or so writers that have meant 
the most to me." 
Hanison and his wife now reside in 
Arizona and Montana to be near their 
children and grandchildren. 
Learn more about Jim Hanison in his 
memoi1; Off to the Side. Researchers who 
are interested in studying the Hanison papers 
at Grand Valley should contact University 
Archivist Nancy Richard al (616) 331-8726 
or rlchanar@gvsu.edu. A gitide to his work 
is online at www.gvsu.edu/forms!librwyl 
HarrisonRHC-16Final.pdf 
Recent Research 
• An academic researcher from Iowa spent 
a week here during the summer pouring 
over Harrison's notes from Legends of 
the Fall. She has used the novella in her 
college writing classes for years and was 
looking for parallels LO biblical stories. 
• A group of students from a charter high 
school in Detroit has also come to peruse 
the archives of Legends to supplement 
their reading and writing. 
• A proposed course at Grand Valley hopes 
to study specific pieces of Harrison's 
work, determine locations in Michigan 
where he connected with the natural 
world , and then respond to his work and 
sense of p lace as influences for their own 
writing or painting. The results could 
then be displayed on campus with the 
passage from Harrison's writing and a 
reproduction of the book cover (many 
of which were created by artist Russell 
Chatham, who shares a long and deep 
fr iendship with Harrison). 
Harrison reads and smokes in this circa 1969 
photo by John Schultz. 
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BROUGHT ROCK'S BIGGEST ACTS TO THE DOME 
- by Ri<:hard Williams 
ons brought rock's biggest acts of the 19708 
ot Gral)d va1rn•s Special Collections of the 
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Grand Valley students enjoy a concert in the Dome. 
of perfonnances that were a cornerstone 
of student life. Eventually the list would 
include concerts from Aeroiunith, RBO 
Speedwagon, Santana, the Eagles, Frank 
Zappa, Genesis, Peter Frampton and more 
than 50 other acts ranging from rock to 
bluegrass. 
At the front end was Brown, a Grand 
Valley grad turned campus employee 
who was hired by Campus Activities 
and charged with bringing music and 
entertainment to campus. He dealt witl\ 
promoters and acts and set the groundwork 
for the great tale. ''I looked at the whole 
process as a learning lab for students;' he 
said. "It was my job to bring in these acts, 
but it was the student volunteers who made 
it all happen." 
Barry took an active role in those lab 
experim®ts, He became involved with 
concerts before ~ even set foot in his 
first clas as a freshman ig 1973. He 
would eptually take his 1)1ace as the 
man beliffi4 the man behin&tlie stage, 
and was pon'$:ible fQr procurement and 
constru n of @iging ljghtirlg, getting the 
bands in ,nd o 9f ~ ~B!e and anything 
lse It tOQk to tfl'Jn · a¢a]l~ 
The Motor City Madman, Ted Nugent, takes the stage. 
"People on campus were 
just excited to be involved. 
They would volunteer to do 
just about any task if it meant 
they could be in on music 
somehow." 
-Jeff Brown 
"I had booked all the acts for my high 
school dances so I jumped into things at 
Grand Valley," he said. "I was almost a 
music fan first and a student second back in 
those early days." 
Both Brown and Barry are quick to point 
out that they were only two in a team of 
hundreds of Grand Valley students who 
are part of the story. Brown can recall a 
few standing-room-only organizational 
meetings in Lake Huron Hall's large lecture 
room. 
"People on campus were just excited to 
be involved. They would volunteer to do 
just about any task if it meant they could 
be in on music somehow;• Brown said. "It 
didn't hurt that you could get a free ticket 
and one for a friend if you helped out." 
One of those students was Tom Syrek, 
'79. "Those were great times. I used to get 
concert posters and decorate my dorm room 
with them;· Syrek said. "After a while, I 
received work-study to do carpentry work 
building stages on Jim's crew." 
Syrek's story is shared by many alumni 
from the mid- to late-'70s. Students worked 
the ticket booth, stage setup, crowd control, 
parking, concessions, band hospitality and 
promotions. 
Live music was a different experience 
in the '70s. Large stadium venues and 
huge ticket prices weren't as much as a 
blip on the radar. "Bands were touring 
campuses, doing 4,000- to 5,000-person 
gigs. You could get in to see them for four 
to six bucks and they put on some amazing 
shows," Brown said. 
By some estimates, as many as 50,000 
people came to concerts during the heyday 
of Dome Productions. 
Sam Decoucy of Grand Rapids 
remembered visiting campus for the Lou 
Reed and Dr. John show in 1974. "It was 
Do you have an old concert poster frorn Dome Pt'oductions In your archives? The unlverstty•s Special 
Collections WOUid like to add to Its collection of rock history; contact University ArchiVist Nancy Richard at (616) 331-8726 or rlchanar@gvsu.edu. 
"I almost get lost in the 
memories to this day." 
- Sam Oecouey 
Sunday night, it was a cold November. 
and I had never been to the campus 
before,' Decoucy said. 'O.nce l-g(> .i,n't<1 
the !>Qme, Lou. Reed canie QUt tos'1Jlg 
glitter all over the place and Dr. :Jolui 
later ran out and tarted dancing oq the 
piano It was an amQing how. I ~o t 
get lo t m the memones to th1 day. 
The Dome Productions epic I more 
than ju t torie of cqncerts. Barry for 
example, remembers driving hi ru ty 
old Chevy Vega to the airport one day 
to pick up Muddy Waters. And Brown 
remini ce about the time when Grand 
Valley was the site of the closing show 
for the Eagles' U.S. tour. That band' 
roadie thought it would be fun to play 
a joke on the tour manager by spiriting 
away a briefca e containing the receipts 
from the entire tour. 
• Richard Williams earned master's of 
business administration and master's 
of public administration degrees from 
Grand ValleJ~ In 2005, he graduated 
from Michigan State College of Law 
and worked as a staff attorney and 
development director for Legal Aid. 
Getting WISE 
about housing 
New living and learning community designed 
for women headed for technical fields 
- by Michele Coffill 
Like many freshmen, Amanda Alkema 
didn 't know which living center she 
would ca ll home during her first year of 
co ll ege. 
When she learned where and with 
whom she would live, Alkema realized 
she lucked out. She is one of 46 students 
housed in the Koeze-Weed Living Center, 
home to Grand Valley's new Women 
in Science and Engineering program. 
WISE is an academic living and learning 
community designed for first-year 
women majoring in science, mathematics, 
engineering or computer science. 
" l didn 't choose this livi ng center, but 
I' m glad I' m here," said Alkema, a math 
major from Grand Rapids . "It 's smaller; 
there are less people here. If I was in 
another place, I would probably on ly know 
people from my floor." 
One of the perks Alkema and other 
WISE residents enjoy is displayed on the 
stairwell between the first and second 
floo rs. Photos of the res idents along with 
the ir names and majors are taped to the 
wall , making it easy to quickly locate 
someone to help with homework. 
WISE roommates Megan Keber, left, and Holly David look at books and papers in their 
room. New this year, WISE houses first-year women who are interested in the sciences or 
engineering. 
"For example, my calcu lus class is kind 
of diffi cult," Alkema, who graduated from 
Gra nd Rapids Christian High School, sa id. 
"But th re are others here taking the same 
class. maybe just a different section. So, 
if you don't understand something, there's 
usually someone to help." 
lore perk at WISE include on-site 
academic tutoring. an on-site computer 
lab, nd on-si te acce to facu lty members 
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who hold regular office hours there. 
Organized social activit ies, from book 
c lub meetings to field trips, have been 
popular among WISE residents. 
Theme housing around a common 
interest or curriculum is not new; at 
Grand Valley, there are tlu·ee other 
learning communities (see sidebar on 
page 22). What is unique about WISE is 
the university-wide collaboration that has 
made it successfu l. Diana Pace, associate 
dean of students, broached it to others on 
campus two years ago after learning of a 
similar program in North Carolina. When 
an enthusiastic Grand Valley committee 
organized, they visited the WISE program 
at The University of Michigan. "Our 
initi al reason for the program was to have 
a way to support first-year female students 
who have an interest in a non-traditional, 
Chantelle Collum, left, chats with Liz Schreiner in WISE's lounge area. The living center 
offers an on-site computer lab, access to faculty and organized social activities. 
like math or science, occupation," 
Pace sa id. 
WISE fits well with the university 's 
efforts to retain women in the sciences. 
In the fall , Grand Valley received $ I 
million in grants from the National 
Science Foundation that wi ll aid women 
faculty and women and minority students 
in engineering and the sciences. One 
$500,000 grant will allow administrators 
to recruit and award scholarships to 32 
students each year for four years. The 
NSF Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (S-STEM) Scholarsh ip 
program also allows administrators 
funding to academically support those 
students. The other $500,000 NSF 
grant, for which Grand Va ll ey partnered 
with The University of Michigan, has 
goals to increase the representation and 
advancement of women faculty members 
in science and engineering careers, 
contributing to a more diverse workforce. 
Paul Plotkowski , dean of the Padnos 
College of Engineering and Computing, 
said the timing of WISE plus the two NSF 
grants will help Grand Valley meet the 
needs of industry. 
"Nationally, engineering enrollments 
have not been keeping up with the needs 
of industry for a number of years," he 
said. "Far too often, students who begin 
eng ineering programs 'step out' of co llege 
for financial reasons. The S-STEM 
program is intended to help students avoid 
or minimize the need to earn money to 
pay for college during the most demanding 
years of an engineering program." 
Jessica Noble, student services 
coordinator for Padnos College, said WISE 
may aid eng ineering recruiting efforts. 
"For the residents, being able to see other 
women who are interested in these fields 
is a great advantage," she said. 
Noble speaks from experience. She 
earned a bachelor 's degree in 2004 in 
industrial engineering from Kettering 
Un ivers ity. During her freshmen year, 
she lived on an all-women hallway in the 
university 's only dorm. It was clear then, 
she said, that severa l professors and male 
students didn 't think a woman belonged in 
a technical fi eld. 
"I encountered some incidents that were 
on the edge of harassment - that was at 
my co-op," Noble said. "Also in classes, 
the guys would be surprised that a girl had 
the answer." 
The number of women at Grand 
Valley who have declared engineering 
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WISE faculty director Laurie Witucki, left, and Amanda Alkema meet in the living center's 
faculty office. 
as a major has dropped slightly in recent 
years. In 2003, there were 26 first-year 
women engineering majors out of I 60, 
representing J 6 percent of the total. The 
percentage dropped to 12 percent in 2004 
and 2005, and rose to 13 percent (22 of 
166) in 2006. The number of women who 
declared computing/information systems 
as a major in 2006 is lower: four of 5 1 
f irst-year CIS majors are women, 
8 percent of the total. 
They will find camaraderie at WISE. 
Laurie Witucki , associate professor of 
chemistry and WISE facu lty director, sa id 
one-third of first-year women engineering 
majors li ve there. 
W itucki, who has been teaching at 
Gra nd Valley for six years, jumped at 
the chance to lead WISE during its first 
year, ay ing she wanted GVSU students 
to have the opportuniti es she did as an 
undergraduate at Cedar Crest Co llege 
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in Pennsylvania, a women 's liberal arts 
college. 
"In high schoo l, I was scared of math 
and chemistry," she sa id. "But I soon 
gained confidence by watchi11g and ta lki11g 
with the women - both upperclass 
students and faculty - who became my 
role model s." 
Witucki said she and others have been 
pleasantly surpri sed by the support fo r 
WISE from other campus departments. 
The Padnos College of Engineering and 
Computing donated equipment fo r a new 
computer lab; the Advising Resource 
Center establi shed in-house tutorial times 
for chemistry, biology and math courses; 
Housing worked to renovate the building; 
and many professors have vo lunteered 
their time to establi sh office hours there 
and attend WISE programs. 
"It 's been a very collaborative process. 
That 's what has made thi s work," she said . 
Specialized 
Housing Options 
Along with W ISE, Grand Va lley has three 
other academic housing commun ities 
Honors College: 
Students enrolled in the Honors College 
can choose to live in the Niemeyer Living 
Center. Pros: can take classes in li vi ng 
center; have on-site access to faculty. 
Art Majors: 
Art and design students can live in the 
Calder Residence Hall , adjacent to the 
Calder Art Center, where many of their 
classes w ill be held. Pro: rooms modeled 
l ike studio apartments. 
Healthy Choices: 
Students living in Passport Housing (West 
A and B Living Centers) sign contracts 
that they wi ll abstain from using alcoho l, 
tobacco or drugs in the living centers. The 
Passport program includes social activ ities 
for students who want to avoid alcohol 
use. Pro: a hea lthy envi ronment of like-
minded residents. 
One marker that it was a good program 
came early in September. After on ly a 
week at WISE, some students asked if they 
could live there next year. Space wil l be 
limited, as a peer mentor program will be 
implemented with about six current WISE 
students returning as sophomores to serve 
as ro le models for new students. 
ff Web hits are an ind icator of 
popularity, demand for WISE rooms 
could increase next year. Witucki said the 
number of hits received on the home page 
(www.gvsu.edu/wise) grew from 3,000 to 
14,000 during two months last fa ll. That 
timeframe, she sa id, was when high school 
seniors considered housing options for the 
fol lowing year. 
" We probably cou ld g row to doubl e the 
program, but J don 't think that we should 
do it in year two," she sa id and laughed. 
These days, students at Grand Vall ey are 
apt to spend their time poking and tagg in g 
each other, not to mention wr iting on each 
other's wa ll s. 
But it's not as mean as it might sound . That's 
the language of a Web site ca ll ed Facebook, 
wh ich - along with other soc ial networking 
Web sites li ke MySpace - is revo lutioniz ing the 
way students communicate w ith each other. 
Facebook all ows use rs to create prof il e pages, 
join on li ne groups, and keep tabs on what the ir 
friends are up to. It provides students a vehicle 
to interact with each other in a whole new way. 
But it's also unleashing a whole new series of 
dangers for users to grapple with . 
Use of the site is pervasive at Grand Valley. 
"It's as necessary as a student e-ma il account," 
sa id Student Senate President Frank Foster. 
Launched in 2004, Facebook has more than 
11 million users across more than 40,000 school-
re lated, work-related, and regional networks. 
In a recent study by the f irm Student Monitor 
that earned wide media coverage, Facebook was 
tied with beer for second p lace among co ll ege 
students as the most "in " thing, w ith 71 percent 
of students mentioning it. The No. 1 spot was 
held by iPods. 
Keeping Connected 
Ja zmine Willi ams, a senior commu nicat ions 
major from Detroit, sa id she has been using 
Facebook for about two years. 
"I was reluctant to get on at first, because I 
don't li ke to fol low trends," Williams said. 
She said she f inds it a useful too l for finding 
li ke-minded peop le. Willi ams has started several 
Facebook groups, including one for Detroiters, 
one ce leb rat ing natura l hair and a humorous 
one about student housing. 
" I get a lot of information about what's 
happening on campus and in the wor ld on 
Facebook," Wil li ams said. 
In fact, Williams said she gets much of her 
news via Facebook. For exa mpl e, in the run-up 
to the November elect ion, Williams sa id she got 
a lot of information about the Michigan Civil 
Rights Initiative and the campaign for governor. 
In fact, both Gov. Jenn ifer Granho lm and her 
cha ll enger Dick DeVos had officia l campa ign 
Facebook sites. 
"It made a d ifference for both of them to 
be on Facebook," Williams said, add ing that it 
made it easy to compare the candidates' stances 
on issues. 
Willi ams was one of the organizers behind 
a large rally in Apr il 2006 to protest severa l 
incidents of hate speech on campus. Word of the 
rally spread to Facebook and helped swe ll the 
crowd 's numbers. 
"We honestly didn't mean for it to spread li ke 
that," sa id Williams. But she acknowledged that 
Facebook attracted many students who might 
not have known about it otherwise . 
"I rea ll y think Facebook was one of the 
reasons that the rally was so d iverse," sa id 
Williams, noting that at first the incidents were 
on ly known within the affected com muniti es. 
"I get a lot of information about 
what's happening on campus and in 
the world on Facebook." 
- Jazmine Williams 
Communications Major 
Foster said Student Senate uses it because it's 
a usefu l way to keep in touch w ith students who 
aren't otherwise act ive on campus. 
"Peop le check the ir Facebook every day, you 
see peop le at the k iosks check ing it," he said. 
Underlying Dangers 
Much of th e content a casua l Facebook viewer 
f inds depicts benign situ at ions - students 
hanging out with friends, being soc ial. But it 
doesn't take much looking to f ind content a 
li tt le farther on the w il d side . Th ere are groups 
celebrat ing marijuana use or advocat ing "for 
more bars w ithin stumb ling d istance of the 
A ll enda le Campus. " Photos may show a rous ing 
game of beer pong or some, ahem, int imate 
touchi ng . 
Is it j ust harmless co ll ege h iji nks? Perhaps 
- but try te lling that to prospect ive employers. 
That's the message Po li ce Academy d irector 
Bill y Wall ace was try ing to share w it h students 
recent ly w hen he t reated a class to a loop ing 
PowerPo int presentat ion of photos of t hemse lves 
in compromising situat ions cull ed from 
Facebook . M any were surpri sed t hat Wall ace 
had access to their photos of d rin k ing and 
debauchery. 
When he checked 24 hours late r, Wall ace 
sa id every sing le one of the sites had been taken 
down. 
"They learned an immed iate lesson," he sa id. 
Wall ace said law enforcement agencies 
can rej ect cand idates on t he bas is of "mora l 
character" - someth ing t hat cou ld be ca ll ed 
into quest ion by crude Internet post ings. 
"There was noth ing so egreg ious that I cou ld 
say it was a cr im ina l offense," Wall ace sa id. 
"I couldn't prove it was il legal behavior, but 
it was inappropr iate behavior. I used that in 
the intervi ew process, and I also used it in the 
determination of mora l character." 
Wh en Foster was elected to Student Senate, 
his own Facebook site ca me under scrutiny. He 
deact ivated it to eli minate content that some 
found objectionable. Foster sa id h is experience 
served as a wake-up ca l l, and he worked 
Students Nicole Gauche, foreground, and Kristine 
Kozlow ski check their Facebook sites on computers in 
the Kirkhof Center. 
with the Office of Stud ent Lif e to create an 
educat iona I f lyer ca l led " Face the Facts ." That 
flyer wi l l be distr ibuted to all incoming freshmen 
as part of th e Transitions program. 
As for Foster, he didn't have a Facebook 
account for about seven months, but th en 
dec ided to rejo in when his cous in in Co lorado 
got one. 
"There's a big part of Facebook th at 's 
about keeping in contact with fri ends and 
fam il y," sa id Foster. 
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Like many other politicians and celebrities, Michigan 
Gov. Jennifer Granholm maintains a Facebook site. 
Getting the Word Out 
The message is that students need to be 
careful about how much information they share 
with others online . Michelle Burke, associate 
director of Student Life, said her office uses 
Facebook as a tool for screening prospective 
emp loyees . 
"We check t he Facebook pag e of any student 
who app li es to work in the Office of Student 
Life, or who app li es for internsh ips or leade rship 
"There's a big part of Facebook that's 
about keeping in contact with friends 
and family." 
- Frank Foster 
Student Senate President 
posit ions such as Transition Leader," Burke sa id . 
"Somet imes the in formation is object ionab le 
enough to not even cons ider the student for a 
leade rship ro le, but usua lly it is an otherwise 
'good ' student try ing to look coo l to t heir 
peers . Facebook informat ion is discussed with 
the student , and often they w ill change the 
page. They are usuall y not aware of how 
pub li c Facebook is. Each occasion has been a 
g reat learn ing expe ri ence for students about 
professionali sm and th e power of t he Internet ." 
Bu rke sa id Student Life is work ing to ed ucate 
new students and student lea ders. 
"With new students, we want th em to 
understand the privacy iss ues and dangers 
re lated to putt ing all their informat ion onlin e. 
Wi t h student leaders, we d iscuss Facebook in 
th e context of profess ionali sm and net working," 
she sa id . " The handout and program highli ght 
ways students ca n make a poor impress ion on 
groups they may want to join in co ll ege, as we ll 
as potential emp loyers." 
Sue Korzinek, Grand Vall ey's director of 
Information Technology, worries that students 
are not thinking of the future . Even t hough 
student s can delete their prof il es, Korzinek sa id 
t hat is not a guarantee t hat the in format ion 
has disappeared. 
"It's backed up, it's kept on some other 
server somewhere. It's not someth ing that you 
ca n necessar ily assure t hat it 's gone - even if 
you remove it. You're not rea ll y in co ntro l," 
Korz inek sa id . 
Usually, t hough, Facebook indi scret ions don't 
cause permanent damage - unless t he behavi or 
is repeated. 
" Everyone makes mista kes . Nobody's perfect," 
Wall ace sa id . "As long as it's not som eth ing that 
is crimina l, I th ink t hey can learn from it. I think 
t hey ca n correct their behavior and move past it." 
The key, accord ing to Willi ams, sounds 
sim ple enough . "I'm ca reful about wh at I put 
on Facebook. I don't understand peop le who 
aren't," she sa id. "I t ry not to post t hi ngs that I 
don't want othe r people to know." 
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'Thunder' and 'Lightning' excite classrooms 
- by Mary lsca Pirkola 
A coll aboration between Grand Valley 
and Steelcase is providing insights · 
to how new technology tools used in 
co llege class rooms can enhance the 
experi ence of students and teachers . 
Two Grand Valley instructors, Rob 
Frans and Michael De Meyer, from the 
School of Communications conducted 
their fa ll semester classes at the Stee lcase 
University Learning Center, located in 
Kentwood. The LearnLAB prototype 
for higher education learning bas been 
outfitted with state-of-the-art technology 
from Polyvision, a Steelcase company 
that specializes in interactive technology 
for group work. The technology is 
layered throughout the classroom and is 
available at the click of a button. 
One of the first noticeable differences 
is that there is no front to the classroom, 
or traditional student desks. Instead, 
work tables are clustered in the corners 
to encourage dialogue and interaction 
among students and instructors. The 
room layout also supports interaction 
with the new technology tools. 
A digital flip chart, Thunder, is an 
interactive collaborative tool that allows 
the entire class to share ideas , build 
concepts together and capture the work 
for later reference. It is supported by an 
easel on which students and teachers can 
use their own finger as a pen to write 
on projected images. Also , large mobile 
electronic whiteboards , called Lightning 
boards, facilitate presentations and allow 
simultaneous projection within the room. 
Mounted on two walls of the 
classroom are large whiteboards with a 
digital capturing device called CopyCam. 
The room also has mobile carts that 
house portable whiteboards called 
Huddle boards. They can easily be taken 
to tables for group work, then hung on a 
rail below CopyCam to quickly capture 
the information electronically. 
Students do not need to worry about 
taking notes during class because 
Grand Va lley visitors are shown some of the technologica l features of breakout areas at 
the Steelcase University Learning Center by Rob Frans, seated at left, and Ed Roy, standing. 
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whatever is placed on the large 
whiteboards, Huddle boards, Lightning 
boards or the Thunder flip charts can be 
di gitalized, saved and sent as an e-mail. 
Professors can also call up these images 
later in the semester, when reviewing 
material , and save for projection in 
future c lasses . 
To observe students, faculty and the 
way they interact with each other and 
the technology, Stee lcase researchers 
videotaped their every move. They 
studied how faculty used the technology, 
how it changed their teaching style and 
how supportive the technology was to 
learning. 
Frans, a senior corporate sales 
consultant at Steelcase and Grand Valley 
adjunct professor, taught Fundamentals 
of Advertising in one of the prototype 
classrooms. One bonus he saw was the 
ease of transition from lecture mode, 
to team work, to presentation of their 
results. 
"I 've taught this class at Grand Valley 
for six years, but have never before seen 
this level of engagement with students," 
said Frans, who spent time before 
each class reviewing how he presented 
material in the past and determining 
what new tools could help him do it 
better. After each class he also made 
notes about how things worked. "Not 
only do I have better tools for conveying 
content, the students are able to be more 
interactive with the material," he said. 
Not all student collaboration 
happened inside the classroom. Breakout 
areas in hallways at the LearnLAB 
also provided a place for small teams 
of students to brainstorm ideas on 
electronic whiteboards, capture with 
CopyCam, save and then project them 
on similar boards once in the classroom. 
De Meyer and his students used these 
technology rich breakout spaces for the 
practicum curricula of his Advertising 
and Public Relations Campaign class. 
"My class consisted of four groups 
of five students who planned and then 
presented a campaign for an actual 
client problem," said De Meyer. "The 
technology of the breakout rooms 
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Frans demonstrates Thunder, a digital flip chart, used in Steelcase prototype classrooms where he and Michael De Meyer, second from left, 
conduct classes. 
provided an idea l place for the groups to 
work from a practical aspect that would 
not have been poss ible in a conventiona l 
c lassroom." 
Catherine Frerichs, director of the 
Pew Faculty Teaching and Learning 
Center at Grand Valley, sa id visiting the 
LearnLAB "emphasized, to me, how 
important it is to engage students in their 
learning." 
" It challenged me to think about 
how I can do that more consistently 
in a classroom that doesn 't have thi s 
technology," she sa id. 
Throughout the semester, students 
were able to ask qu estions about 
us ing the tec hnology and provide 
fee dback through a di scuss ion board 
Stee lcase set up on Facebook, an 
online communication site popular with 
students. (Read more about Facebook on 
page 23.) 
Erin Murphy posted a message : " I 
love the fact that there are multipl e 
projectors and sc reens in the room. I 
can look in a lmost any direction and see 
what I need to without hav ing to strain or 
move from where I am sitting." 
" It was unrea l when I first walked in ," 
reads a message posted by Brad Gibbons. 
" We had seen Rob 's prese ntat ion that thi s 
was a futuristic room, and I ' II be honest, 
I didn 't think it was poss ible ... Here, 
when I do a proj ect, I don 't have to limit 
my technology." 
Elise Va loe, a Stee lcase des ign 
researcher, sa id that a huge wealth of 
knowledge was gathered from the Grand 
Valley students and all of the fee dback 
has been pos itive. 
"Today's students are acc ustomed to 
multi-tasking and e lectronic tools," sa id 
Juli e Barnhart-Hoffman, a Stee lcase 
des ign princ ipa l. " It 's a generational 
thing. Compa ring and contrast ing 
students versus co rpora te adaptat ion rates 
has been qui te interesting." 
The CopyCam overhead can capture 
information from the whiteboard and 
save it for later projection or send it to 
an e-mail account. 
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Grand Valley Magazine: The Metro 
Times just fi ni shed its annual music issue. 
What is the state of the music scene in 
Detroit these days? 
Loftus: The po int of the music issue was 
to suggest that everything is fragmented 
right now, in the wake of the White 
Stripes' exploding popularity and since 
Jack White moved out of town. Also, there 
is the wake ofEminem getting popular 
based on hi s roots as a Detroit MC and 
then still representing Detroit in a way. 
He has become such an internati onal pop 
star and rap star that he doesn 't rea lly have 
any connection to Detroit anymore. And 
then Kid Rock, who is doing the same 
thing. [f you take those three guys, those 
three arti sts as representatives of different 
sides of Detro it music, none of them rea lly 
represent Detro it music anymore. So we 're 
try ing to suggest in the music issue that 
we're either wa iting for what's next or a 
lot of bands and arti sts that are loca l are 
just settling fo r what they have already, 
which is a decent local fo llowing fo r their 
specific band. 
There is another side to it, though. 
Our cover story was on Great Lakes Myth 
Society, which is a wonderful band based 
out of Washtenaw County, and they're 
great. So we're trying to show both sides. 
There are a lot of questions about what 
Detroit music is ri ght now and there are 
some g reat things happening at the 
same time. 
GVM: ot only is Detroit known for its 
great music, it 's also known fo r its great 
music critic ism. What do you think is the 
state of music critic ism today? 
Loftus: We ll , it's interesting right now 
because, with the Internet and with 
blogging and a lot of Web publi shing, 
everyone's a critic now, and the same goes 
for traditi onal journa lism. No one ca n 
really just present a story anymore because 
the readers aren 't go ing to accept it as 
fact because they feel that they 're vested 
in their own opinion being automatica lly 
better or equa l to what the writer says. 
I've always tri ed to write from a 
wri ter's perspective as opposed to a crit ic's 
perspective. I fee l like as long as I write 
something that's readable and engaging 
for someone to read (if they didn 't know 
anything about the arti sts that I was writing 
about) maybe they will learn something 
about it that makes them want to check it 
out. And I fee l like that's better than me 
aying, "This record 's terrible" or "This 
record 's g reat." Because nowadays, I don 't 
rea lly fee l li ke people really care when I 
li ke something or don 't like it. 
GVM: Since Detroit has such a hi storic 
music hi story, thi s has to be a great place 
for a hi story maj or to be. 
Loftus: I' m inspired by the nature of 
Detroit all the time in my wri ting - the 
brokedown bea uty of it. There's obviously 
a lot of architectura l ruins that we 're 
surro unded by, whi ch are wonderful 
and yet ug ly and yet heartbreaking but 
gorgeous at the same time, and all these 
great dynamics that are so coo l. 
Then there's Detroit's mus ic history, 
which is obviously great. The girl group 
stuff alone - exclude the rest of Motown, 
just " Heatwave" [by Martha & The 
Vande l las]. I would take just that song 
to a desert island . That song has rea l 
beauty to it as a pop song and it 's sexual 
in a girlish sort of alluring way, but then 
it has this great sense about it of being 
on a street corner in Detroit with a fire 
hydrant busted open and people out on the 
street. There 's a great sense of communi ty 
you see in Eastern Market on Saturday 
morning; there 's some people barbecuing 
outside, there are people walking around 
with flowers, mi xed nuts and eating and 
drinking beers. That's that commingling 
that is so g reat about Detroit culture with 
black and white. That song embodies a lot 
of that stuff. That song alone is perfect. 
GVM: You grew up in Chicago. How did 
you end up at Grand Valley? 
Loftus: I g raduated in 1992 from hi gh 
schoo l with an art scho larship to go to 
Carthage Co ll ege in Kenosha, Wisconsin, 
wh ich is a tiny libera l arts school on Lake 
Michigan . It seemed like a good idea at 
the time and I got out there and it wasn 't 
so great. So I ended up look ing for a new 
school and I was with a g irl at the time 
who was transferring to Grand Va lley 
from Carthage. And I was li ke, "OK, I' ll 
transfer to Grand Va lley." I stumbled onto 
Grand Valley. But once I was there, in fa ll 
1994, I got invo lved a lmost immediately 
with WCKS radio station and fe ll in with a 
great group of people there. I was already 
a big music fan, so it was rea lly great to 
fin d some kindred spi rits. By the end of 
the year I was the music director at the 
stati on. I a lso changed my major to hi story 
and found an equa l sort of allure in the 
academic side of things, so I stayed. 
GVM: Wow, I mean, how fortuitous, it 
sounds like you rea lly stumbled onto those 
two pass ions. 
Loftus: I rea lly did. And it's through 
no planning of my own. It wasn 't like I 
was attracted to Grand Valley because 
they have a great radio station and a 
g reat hi story program. I went there as an 
art major with no knowledge of a radio 
station. But by the spring of 1995 , l was 
involved in both and I was perfectly happy. 
It 's kind of strange how it works out. 
At left, Johnny Loftus, '97, looks over the jukebox choices at the Bronx Bar in Detroit. 
Above, he chats with Brian J. Bowe. 
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Library project in Guam becomes Pacific overture for alumnus 
Ma rk Goniwiecha , ' 7 1, professor of 
lib rary science at the University of Guam, 
has arranged a pleasant sabbatical tl~is 
spring. He ' ll spend a few months on a 
sub-tropical island in the Pacific, in the 
company of just a few palm-shaded 
islanders, land crabs, and an albatross 
or two. 
And with as many books as he can carry, 
send, or have shipped there. 
Goniwiecha, a librarian and professor of 
library science in Guam for the past 18 
years, will establish one of the first libraries 
in Kapingamarangi , in the Federated States 
of Micronesia, the former U.S . Trust 
Territory of the Pacific Islands. 
Located more than 1,000 miles southeast 
of Guam, Kapingamarangi is a group of 
low-lying islands with scarcely more than 
600 full-time residents and no library. 
" I see how polite and respectful students 
from the outer islands who come to the 
University of Guam are, and how dazzled 
they are looking at all the technology and 
books in our library," he said. "I've always 
wanted to travel out there, and I feel my 
abilities and experience can be put to good 
use where they are needed most." 
Goniwiecha has been an educator since 
graduating from Grand Valley, serving with 
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps as a language 
teacher, and in Fairbanks, Alaska, as a 
history teacher. He was also a librarian at 
the University of Alaska, and worked on 
the Alaska Pipeline before moving to 
Guam. Nearing retirement, Goniwiecha 
decided to use some accrued sabbatical 
time to serve a less-affluent segment of the 
Polynesian population. 
"The outer islands get the short end of 
the sti ck, resource-wise," said the 56-year 
old. 
Since April , he has sent more than 40 
boxes of books, clothing, shoes, hammocks, 
non-perishable foods and mosquito nets to 
Kapingamarangi. Most of those materials 
will stay there when his work is finished. 
The people of Kapingamarangi are 
excited at the prospect of finally having 
their own library. "They 're building a new 
building for the library, or at least new 
concrete room, on the second floor of the 
concrete school building on the largest 
island, Touhou. It should be completed by 
the time I arrive," Goniwiecha said. 
He invites the Grand Valley community 
to be part of his volunteer project by 
donating books or other useful materials. 
The island school where the new library 
will be housed has about 300 students in 
first-eighth grades; it will also serve adults. 
Donations can be sent to: 
Mark Goniwiecha, Kapingamarangi School, 
Touhou, Kapingmarangi Atoll, Pohnpei , 
FM 96941 , Federation of Micronesia. 
Donors are urged to add their own 
bookplate and personal message. He 
suggested that a postcard or letter be sent 
~ ark Goniwiecha meets with a student in a computer lab. He is collecting books for a new 
library on a remote Pacific island. 
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Construction has started on a new library 
in Kapingamarangi. 
concurrently with the gift to him at RFK 
Memorial Library, University of Guam, 
Mangilao, Guam, 96923, USA. This is in 
case there is a need to compare what was 
sent with what actually arrived. 
Dean of Libraries: 
'What a gift 
this will be' 
Dean of University Libraries Lee 
VanOrsdel is aware of Mark 
Goniwiecha 's efforts to establish a 
library in Kapingamarangi , and 
offered her praise. 
"I cannot imagi ne a finer 
contribution to a communi ty than the 
installation of a free public library for 
the use of its people," VanOrsdel said. 
"I am proud that one of GVSU's 
alumni is about to make such a 
contribution. 
"We take our public libraries for 
granted, sometimes, but societies 
would be far poorer without them. 
Public libraries are the institutions 
that turn readers into lifelong 
learners, that invite children's 
imaginations to soar, that equip 
mothers and fathers with the 
knowledge to parent, shelter, feed, 
and educate their children. 
"What a gift thi s library will be to 
the people of Kapingamarangi." 
Homecoming 2006 brought many alumni members and their 
families back to campus to enjoy a fall afternoon of food, 
fun and activity on campus. The Laker SK Homecoming Run 
kicked off the day, followed by activities, performances, and 
a tailgate party at the Alumni House. Events culminated with 
football victory over Northwood University. 
~ ~UMNI I NEWS 
f..,'i.,~. ~ 
Alu mni Association donates goods to area food bank 
Alumni and their guests attending the 
Homecoming Campus Expo on October 
2 1 remembered those in need by bri_nging 
non-perishable food items to the picnic. l More than l 00 pounds of food and $ 11 4 from a prize drawing held by the College of Education Alunmi Association were donated to Second Harvest Gleaners of 
Second Harvest Gleaners' Executive Director John Arnold, '76, (right) accepts donations 
from Alumni Association President Fred Davison, '69, and College of Education Alumni 
Chapter President Teresa McDougall, '02. 
West Michigan, one of the nation's largest 
food banks. The organization's director is 
John Arnold, '76. 
"Donations of food add up to about 30 
percent of our total operating budget," 
Arnold said. "For every dollar we have to 
spend through our network, we can get 
somewhere between 30 and 40 meals. So 
the food and money donated by the Alumni 
Association will provide about 3,500 meals 
to needy people in our region during the 
holiday season." 
Alumni Association president Fred 
Davison, '69, and College of Education 
Chapter President Teresa McDougall, ' 02, 
made the presentation to Arnold at 
Gleaners' Comstock Park fac ility. 
"Teresa and I were very impressed with 
the Second Harvest Gleaners ' operation," 
Davison said. "We 're happy to help the 
agency in this way; and since the GVSU 
Alumni Association is committed to 
community service, we'd like to become 
more involved with the Gleaners through 
volunteer work by our members." 
···-------------------------
CLAS honors 
outstand ing alumni 
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences celebrates the 
accomplishments of six of its graduates during Homecoming 
weekend. The 2006 Distinguished Alumni-in-Residence luncheon 
was held at Alumni House on October 20. Pictured left to right 
are David Yonkman, '98; Edward Cardenas, '95; Penny Alger, '04; 
Barbara Kooiker Bushman, '91; Scott Abella, '00; and Ann Visser, '97. 
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Thanks for 
years of service 
Kent Fisher, associate director of Alumni Relations, retired in 
December after 16 years of service at Grand Valley. Friends gathered 
at a reception in early December to wish him well. 
ALUMNI I NEWS 
Spectrum exec named distinguished alumnus; 
Chlebo earns outstanding educator 
The Distinguished Alunmus Awarcl, the 
highest award presented by the Alumni 
Association, was presented at December's 
conunencement ceremony to a Spectrum 
Health senior executive. 
Daniel Oglesby, senior vice president for 
human resources for Spectrum Health, 
received the award. Mary Kramer, publisher 
of Crain s Detroit Business, was the 
conm1encement speaker. The 1979 alunma 
received an honorary doctor of letters. 
Oglesby has spent nearly 30 years 
serving in senior human resources positions 
for Fortune 500 companies. His leadership 
at Spectrum greatly contributed to the 
recognition it received from an area 
professional association as one of the "101 
Best and Brightest Companies to Work For" 
in West Michigan. Oglesby earned a 
bachelor's degree from Grand Valley in 
1974, and later a master's degree from 
Western Michigan University. 
In the early '80s, Oglesby served as a 
council member in Muskegon and was 
elected that city's mayor in 1985. Oglesby 
has also served on various boards, including 
United Way, Grand Rapids Urban League, 
Junior Achievement and Grand Rapids 
Workforce Development Council. 
Julie Chlebo, associate professor of 
education, received the Outstanding 
Educator Award. She joined Grand Valley's 
faculty in 1997. She teaches mostly 
graduate classes in early and childhood 
education. The Outstanding Educator Award 
is based on responses sent to Grand Valley 
alumni five years after receiving their 
degrees. They are asked to cite the educator 
who had the most significant, positive effect 
on their education and careers. 
Daniel Oglesby, '74, receives the 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from 
President Thomas J. Haas during 
commencement in December. 
upcoming Events For information on all upcoming Grand Valley almm1i events, visit www.gvsu.edu/alumni. 
Holts named Alumni Service award winners 
Curtis, '85, and Christy, '85, Holt, were named recipients of the 
Alunmi Association Alumni Service Award. The Wyoming couple 
was honored at a dinner at Alumni House on October 7 and 
recognized by President Thomas J. Haas during halftime of the 
GVSU- Mercyhurst football game that evening. 
Active in a wide variety of university and alumni programs, 
Curtis and Christy have served in leadership capacities as 
members of the Alumni Association Board of Directors, and were 
cabinet members in the campaign to build the Alumni House and 
Visitor Center. 
Always willing to act and speak on behalf of Grand Valley, the 
Holts are among Grand Valley's most visible ambassadors. They 
met at Grand Valley as members of the "Karpanty's Kids," student 
workers in the Athletic Department, under the supervision of 
former athletics administrator Dan Karpanty. 
Among the 70 guests at dinner were the Holts' daughters, 
Hillary, 17, and Emily, 15. 
Regional Clubs 
Christy, '85, and Curtis, '85, Holt address the audience at the 
Alumni Service Award Dinner. 
Grand Valley alunmi are encouraged to get involved in regional alunu1i events by contacting their local club leaders. A listing of all 
active regional GVSU Alunmi Clubs is online at www.gvsu.edu/alunmi. If there's no Alunmi Club in your region, the Alumni 
Relations Office will be happy to help you get one established. 
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Careers 
1970s 
Patricia A. 1atthews, B.S., 1972, M.Ed., 1990, was 
recognized al Grand Valley's convocation ceremony 
for 25 years of academic service. 
lark A. Kehoe, B.A., 1974, was Listed in Michigan 
Super Lawyers Magazine as an attorney who has 
attained a high degree of peer recogrut1on and 
professional achievement. Only 5 percent of Michigan 
attomeys we1e selected . 
Barry H. Keefe, B.S., 1975, has been at WTMX 
Radio in Chicago for more than 20 years, staJting as 
news director. He is the founder aJ1d co-chai r of "The 
1ix." an annual volunteer fair, and hosts 60 public 
affairs programs a yeaJ·. 
Dante J. James, B.S., 1976, won an Emmy for 
his PBS documentaJy, "Slave1y and the Making of 
America: Seeds of Dest111ction." 
Sandra E. Portko, B.A., 1977, was recognized at 
Grand Valley's convocation ceremony for 25 years of 
academic service. 
Leon A. Vorst, M.B.A., 1977, is assistant vice 
president of Hayes, Seay, Mattem aJ1d Mattern Inc. 
Gary R. Austin, B.S., 1978, is a technology analyst 
for tl1e State of Michigan Depattment of Infom1ation, 
suppo1t ing the Attorney General aJ1d Department of 
Corrections networks. 
Philip H. Biggs, B.A., 1978, joined Intemational 
Resource Network Inc. as executive vice president. 
Katha S. Kissman, B.S., 1978, published a book, 
Taming rhe Tivublesome Boan~ Member. 
Mitchell K. Baker, B.B.A., 1979,joined Continental 
Industries Inc. as vice president of sales. 
John R 'Ric' Curtis, B.S., 1979, B.B.A., 2001, is a 
fi nancial adviser at UBS Financial Services Inc. 
1980s 
Douglas W. Crim, B.B.A., 1981, was selected by 
peers for inclusion in the environmental law section 
of Besr Lawyers in America 2007. He is a principal 
in Miller Canfield's Lansing office, specializing in 
occupational safety and health law. 
Bruce A. May, B.B.A., 1981,joined Independent 
Bank as a senior mortgage loaJ1 offi cer in the No1ton 
Shores banking office. 
Christine A. Hebert, B.S.N., 1983, M.B.A., 1990, 
was named business development executive for 
Crandall/Panners of West Michigan, a human resource 
solutions company. 
Hubert W. Massey, B.S., 1983, unveiled his 88-foot 
fresco mural, "Earth, Wind, Fire and Water." at the 
Flint Institute of A1ts. 
David L. Darling, B.S., 1985, and members of his 
production company, D-SquaJ·ed Consulting, received 
a Platinum Best in Show at tl1e Aurora Awards, an 
international film and video competition. 
Catherine J. Podvin, B.B.A., 1989,joined tl1e boat·d 
of directors of the HumaJ1 Resources Association of 
G1eater Detroit. She is vice president and business 
paJtner in human resources for Fifth Third Bancorp. 
1990s 
Eric C. Nielling, B.S .. 1990, joined Southern Graphics 
111 Bartle Cleek as prepress 111aJ1ager. He was a 
producti n attist at Seven Worldwide in Battle Creek. 
Stc\'en W. Dillon, B.S., 1992, earned a rnaster"s 
degree in information secu1ity frorn James Madison 
ni,c1, it) an I pa sed the exarn to become a certi fied 
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infonnation systems securi ty professional. He also 
released his second solo acoustic fingerstyle guitat· CD, 
·'Radio Flyer." 
Julie K. (Alderson) Malenich, B.S., 1993, is an 
assistant principal at Davison High School, where she 
taught matl1 for six years prior to her new position. 
Ralph W. Skinne1; B.S., 1993, is tl1e [T manager for 
H & K Eq ui pment Ltd., a global supplier of kitchen 
equipment located in Rugby, England. 
Sally L. Berglin, M.P.A., 1995, was named president 
and CEO of Lake View Community Hospital. She 
had served as inte1im president aJ1d vice president of 
hospital operations. 
Troy A. Hardy, B.A., 1995, 1eceived his second 
Emmy nomination for his work on the television show 
"CS!: Crime Scene Investigation." 
Steven W. icolet, B.S., 1995, was narned annual 
fund director of the Kenan-Flagler Business School 
at the University of rnth Cai·olina in Chapel Hill. He 
had served as the director of annual giving at Florida 
International University in Miami . 
Edwin S. Darrell, J1:, B.B.A., 1996, M.Ed., 1998, 
is assistant director of student success for DePaul 
University in Chicago. 
Susan L. O'Donnell, !VI.Ed., 1996, is the principal at 
Woodland ElementaJy School in Prntage. 
Robert L. Drake, B.S., 1997, is a guidance counselor 
at Jonesville Hjgh School. 
Kristen S. Morin, B.S. W., 1997, is tl1e executive 
director for student life at Davenprnt Uni versity. She 
had been assistat1t director for student activities at 
Western Michigan University. 
Mary Tosch, B.S., 1997, is associate director of 
Hobson Memorial Union at Bernidji State Univers ity 
in Minnesota. 
Ryan L. Van Dam, B.B.A., 1997, M.S.A., 2004, 
obtained CPA designation and is a staff accountant al 
DeBoer, Baumann & Co. PLC. 
David Crafts, B.S., 1998, !VI.Ed., 2000, is assistant 
director of campuswide leade1 hip development at 
the University of Cena-al Florida. He had served as 
assistant director of student activities and orientation at 
Capital University in Columbus, Ohio. 
Chad E. Ghastin, B.S., 1998, earned a rnaster's 
degree in direct and interactive marketing from New 
York University. He works for Sirius Satellite Radio 
in Manhattan as assistant manager of customer 
relationship management. 
Jason R. Manshmn, B.S., 1998, is a public relations 
specialist for Bronson Healthcare Group. 
Roberto Robles, B.S., 1998, is a pat·alegal for 
McGrath, Nrnth, Mullin & Kratz PC LLO in Omaha, 
ebraska. 
Ryan L. Taylor; B.S., 1998, a forrner track and field 
athlete. opened Taylor'd Running, a specialty running 
store in Stevensville. 
Elizabeth J. Woodliff, B.S. W., 1998, M.S. W., 2000, is 
program director for AJA Ente1prises. 
Sally A. Amos, B.S., 1999, is mernber ervices 
rnanager for Washtenaw County. 
Rebecca K. (Veale) Sellers, B.S., 1999, M.P.A., 2001 , 
is assistant developrnent officer at Oakland University 
in Rochester HiUs. 
2000s 
Scott F. Degrand, B.B.A., 2000, was prornoted to 
retail administration for Fifth Third Bank. serving five 
regions in South Florida. 
Sham1on J. (Ruffini) Pennington, B.B.A., 2000, 
is a maJ·keting speciali st in tl1e mat·keting/co1porate 
communications depa1u11ent at CIT Group, a Fomme 
500 company. She had worked in adve1tising at 
Edwai·d Surovell Realtors in Ann Arbor. 
Domingo C. Quintanilla, B.A., 2000, is the afternoon 
drive air personali ty on Lansing's Hit Music Station 
97.5 WJ[M-FM. 
Brian J. Stewart, B.S., 2000, earned a rnaster's degree 
from The University of Michigan and is a special 
agent for the Federal Office of Personnel Management. 
He had been a probation offi cer for the Michigan 
DepaJtrnent of Corrections. 
Nathan Bootz, M.Ed., 2001, was named 
supe1intendent of Rudyai·d Schools. He had been 
p1incipal at Shepherd High School. 
Todd M. Chinderle, B.S., 2001, is a sales 
representative for Biomet/A1throtek. 
Casey P. Coates, B.A., 2001, was promoted to 
custorner development manager, a senior position, for 
Ryder Transpo11ation Services in Phoenix, Ari zona. 
She has been with Ryder for four years. 
James M. English, M.B.A., 2001, was prornoted lo 
assistant superintendent for finance and operations at 
Waylat1d Union Schools. 
Bethany M. Poprocky, B.S., 2001, earned a master's 
degree in urban studies frorn tl1e University of 
Wisconsin-J\11.ilwaukee. She is prograt11 coordinator for 
Keep G1eater Mi lwaukee Beauti ful Inc. 
Elizabeth J. Anderson, B.S., 2002, M.P.A.S., 2006, is 
a physician assistant at Cheny Strnet Healtl1 Services 
in Grand Rapids. 
Kim J. Bode, B.A., 2002, was promoted to marketing 
and comrnunicat.ions manager for Grand Valley's West 
Michigan Science & Technology lnitiative. 
Heather M. (Barnes) Braspenninx, B.S., 2002, is 
an eaJ·ly childhood teacher at Grand Rapids Oral Deaf 
Program. 
David S. Knap]>, B.B.A., 2002, was promoted to 
supe1v isor of the national contents group at FaJmers 
Insurance. He has been with tl1e company for tl1ree 
years. 
Paul R. Kunde, M.Ed., 2002, is principal at Grand 
Haven Centt·al High School. He most recently served 
as the assistant principal at Hamilton High School. 
Ebony C. Parker-Featherstone, B.S., 2002, 
graduated from The University of Michigan's llledi cal 
school and is conducting her residency in fami ly 
medicine at UM Health Systelll. 
Chad A. Sutliffe, M.Ed., 2002, is principal at East 
Oakview Elelllentaiy School. He was principal for 
Morley-Stanwood Schools and a fifth -grade teacher at 
Cross Creek Chmter Academy in Byron Center. 
Katrina (Tessin) Dailey, B.B.A., 2003, is a 
colllpensation analyst for Segal Colllpany. 
Matthew J. Deiss, B.B.A., 2003, works for Sttyker. a 
leading medical device company. 
Anthony Francione, B.S., 2003, is a dealer service 
representative at SRAM Crnµ. , the second lm·gest 
designer and manufactu rer of bicycle components in 
the bicycle industry. 
Matthew P. Kenn)', B.S., 2003, M.P.A.S., 2003, is a 
physician assistam in pediatric rnthopedics at De Vos 
Children's Hospital. 
William A. Lamain, B.B.A., 2003, was promoted 
within LaSalle Bank to the LaSalle National Leasing 
Company in Baltilllore, Maiyland. 
Melissa S. Prestine, B.A., 2003, teaches sixth grade 
for Brandywine Schools. She had taught fifth grade in 
Florida and was director of Chri stian education at First 
Presbyterian Church in Niles. 
Ryan R. Rodarmer, B.S., 2003, is a genetic counselor 
for Spectrnlll Health Cancer Services at the Meijer 
Heait Center in Grand Rapids. 
James C. Sidou, B.B.A., 2003, is assistant state 
attorney for the Office of the State Attorney I 0th 
Judicial Circuit in Baitow, Florida. He graduated from 
the Michigan State College of Law. 
Jessica S. Sowles, B.B.A., 2003,joined Independent 
Bank as manager of die Muskegon office. 
Douglas B. Tubman, B.S., 2003, is the history teacher 
and assistant football coach at Freedom High School in 
Orlando, Florida. He had been athletic director at Holy 
Family Middle School in Bay City. 
Justin S. VanFulpen, B.S., 2003, is president of Core 
Spo11s Management in Grand Rapids, a collection of 
IO agents nationwide. CSM has signed 25 current or 
former NFL players. 
Lindsey J. (Hugelier) Zab01; B.A., 2003, joined 
the Grand Rapids Children 's Museulll as director of 
marketing and public relations. 
Rodney A. Anderson, B.S., 2004, teaches physical 
education at Tri-Valley Academy in Muskegon. 
Katie L. Bauman, M.Ed., 2004,joined the University 
Developmem Division at Grand Valley as the parem 
and falllily program manager. 
Andrea N. Beer, B.A., 2004, teaches pre-kindergai1en 
at the West Michigan Academy of Environmenta l 
Science. 
Michael W. Blassingame, B.A., 2004, is a 
kindergaiten teacher in the San Antonio Independent 
School Dist1ict in Texas. 
Tiffany L. Bowser; B.A., 2004, is director of 
telelllarketing and alumni data planning at the 
University of Miami in Coral Gables, Florida. 
Lindsay R. Laber, B.B.A., 2004, M.B.A., 2005, 
completed the CPA exalll and joined Andrews Hooper 
and Pavl ik PLC, a Grand Rapids public accounting 
firm. 
Kevin L. Va:nderKJok, B.B.A., 2004, is the director 
of development 811d marketing at Camp Geneva in 
Holland. He had worked for Steelcase in Cincinnati . 
Jordan D. Vander Kolk, B.B.A., 2004,joined 
Independent Bank West Michigan as a senior credit 
analyst. 
Christopher M. Wirih, M.B.A., 2004, earned a 
law degree, cum laude, at Case Western Rese1ve 
University. He was recipient of the Paul J. 
Hergenroeder Awai·d for Trial Advocacy, three 
CALI Awards, and the Presidential Academic 
Scholarship Prize. He works at Dykema Gosett 
PLLC in Grand Rapids, specializing in corporate 
finance and business law. 
Jamon A. Alexander; B.S., 2005, is a resource 
development associate for He811 of West Michigan 
United Way. 
Curtis J. Anes, B.S., 2005, is a graduate assistant for 
the Centtal Michigan University football program. 
Matthew G. Blood, M.Ed., 2005, is the assistant 
principal at Hamilton High School. He has taught 
social studies d1ere since I 997. 
Kyle C. Cox, B.B.A., 2005, is a housing development 
officer for the Michig811 State Housing Development 
Aud1ority. 
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William T. McAlister; B.S., 2005, is assistant media 
plaimer for W.B. Doner & Compai1y, the largest 
independent adve1tising agency in the country. 
Ryan M. Post, B.S., 2005, is hockey operations 
executive for the Grand Rapids Griffi ns. 
Nicholas A. Reister; M.B.A., 2005, is an attorney for 
John A. Watts PC in Allegan. 
Brent P. Stuart, B.S., 2005, is an officer for the Grand 
Rapids Police Depaitment. He had worked in the pai·ks 
unit for die Kent Coumy Sheriff's Depaitment. 
Laurie C. Cenkner, B.A., 2006, is a membership 
specialist for Girl Scouts of Macomb County. 
Brandon S. Finnie, B.B.A., 2006, is a valuation 
specialist at Adamy & Co. PC. 
Angela M. Jaworowski, B.S.N., 2006, is a registered 
nurse in die cai·diac intermediate unit at Saint Mary's 
Health Care in Grand Rapids. 
Sarah L. Jurewicz, B.S., 2006, is a science teacher fo r 
Desoto County Schools in Arcadia, Florida. 
Robert C. Montgomery, B.B.A., 2006, is a fi nai1cial 
adviser at Waddell & Reed in Grand Rapids. 
Jessica R. Nowakowski, B.B.A., 2006, is a logistics 
analyst at Ryder Logistics in Farmington Hills. 
Morgan L. Rybarczyk, B.B.A., 2006, is a staff 
accountant for Gerbel & Company Ce1t ified Public 
Accountants. She continues worki ng toward her CPA. 
Emily T. {Atkins) Socia, B.A., 2006, is the guest 
service assistam for the Seabeck Conference Center in 
Seabeck, Washington. 
Stephanie A. St. Jacques, B.S., 2006, is an extension 
educational consultant for Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority in 
Birmingham. Alabama. 
Sarah M. Warnke, B.S., 2005, is ai, elementmy 
physical education teacher at Grand Traverse Academy 
in Traverse City. 
Amy J. Westrick, B.A., 2006, is a seventh grade 
language aits teacher at Dese1t Sands Middle School in 
Phoenix. A1izona. 
Marria es 
1970s 
Manfred Tatzmann, B.A., 1970, and Maria Marino, 
B.Ph., 1980, on April 22, 2006. 
1990s 
Melissa A. Spencer; B.S., 1995, and Michael Winkler 
on October 8. 2005. 
Stephanie K. Tippett, B.B.A., 1997, M.B.A., 2001, 
and David Olson on October 7. 2006. 
Michele A. Walker; B.A., 1997, and Ch1i topher 
Patterson on May 8. 2004. 
Keri K. Konarska, B.S., 1999, and Christopher 
Blough on October 15. 2005. 
2000s 
Krista E. Berends, B.A., 2000, and Nicolas R. 
Oldebekking, B.B.A., 2000, on October I. 2005. 
Joshua J. Fedoruk, B.B.A., 2000, and Heather Bryant 
on September 23, 2006. 
Armando V. Talamantez, B.B.A., 2000, and 
Chrystena L. Allersma, B.A., 2000, on June 20, 2006. 
Tiffany A Bennett, B.S., 2001, and Derek Yatzek on 
August 5, 2006. 
Megan Cyrulewski, B.A., 2001, and Eric Bulman on 
August 26. 2006. 
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Andrea Thomas, B.S., 2001, and Alan Cordray on 
September 23, 2006. 
Jessica H. Vandermeer, B.B.A., 2001, and Mack 
Scudder on September 9, 2006. 
Heather M. Barnes, B.S., 2002, and Alan W. 
Braspenninx, B.S., 2002, on August 12, 2006. 
Suzam1e A. Bright, B.S., 2002, and Kyle Owens on 
ovember 26, 2005. 
Sanmrhia S. Bush, B.S., 2002, and Steven D. Giffe l 
on October 14, 2006. 
David C. De Vore, B.B.A., 2002, and Kristin M. 
Sh·ine, B.S., 2004, on September I 0, 2005. 
Steven J. Gayman, B.S., 2002, and Meagan A. 
Luttenton, B.A., 2002, on August 12, 2006. 
Peter S. Hupcik II, B.S.E., 2002, and Angela K. 
Snitgen, B.S.E., 2002, on May 20, 2006. 
Lindsay K. Buckley, B.S., 2002, M.S., 2005, and 
Chad W. Ludtke, B.S., 2004, on July 15, 2006. 
Adam B. Soper, B.B.A., 2002, and Sarah Thompson 
0 11 July 29, 2006. 
Derek A. DeKam, B.A., 2003, and Alicia Thomas on 
March 4, 2006. 
Erin M. Eddy, B.S., 2003, and Edward Caipenter on 
October 13, 2006. 
Jeffrey L. Gottleber, B.B.A., 2003, and Erin E. 
Herzog, B.B.A., 2003, on April 22, 2006. 
Shannon E. Groves, B.S., 2003, and Thomas Hall on 
October 8, 2005. 
Krysta R. Oechsle, M.P.A., 2003, and Ryan Osweiler 
on October 5, 2006. 
Jason E. Schultz, B.A., 2003, and Nicole Jaunais on 
June 17, 2006. 
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Donna Kaye Stevens, B.S., 2003, and Andrew Fettes 
on November 24, 2006. 
Amanda M. Yahnka, B.S.N., 2003, and Ernest Himes 
on October 22, 2005. 
Thomas H. Bell, B.S., 2004, and Christina E. Chou, 
B.S., 2006, on June 3, 2006. 
Jamie L. Myers, B.S., 2004, and Mike Baitlett on 
Febrnai·y 12, 2004. 
Sarah L. Tejchma, B.S., 2004, and Jeremy Pifer on 
May 27, 2006. 
Latoria Q. Thomas, M.Ed., 2004, and William Lee 
on June 27, 2004. 
Shawna M. Flowers, B.S., 2005, and Steven Preston 
on October 7, 2006. 
Courtney L. Knapp, B.S., 2005, and John Sonnenfeld 
on September 9, 2006. 
William T. McAlister, B.S., 2005, Md Cai-men 
McPai'land on September 16, 2006. 
Diane J. Perry, B.S.N., 2005, ai1d Rob Wells on July 
29, 2006. 
Joshua E. Slater, B.A., 2005 and Ctystal M. Rogers, 
B.S. , 2006 on July 15, 2006. 
Casey L. Visser, B.A., 2005 and Thomas J. Visser on 
May 20, 2006. 
Olivia M. Anthony, B.S., 2006, and Matthew Flanders 
on July 15, 2006. 
Emily T. Atkins, B.A., 2006, and Matthew Socia on 
July 14, 2006. 
Kendra K. Klotz, B.A., 2006, and Ryan Prndhomme 
on May 13, 2006. 
Lisa D. Paluch, B.S., 2006, and Matthew Brennan on 
October 2 I, 2006. 
Jamie S. Quarterman, B.A., 2006, and Ross DeV1ies 
on May 6, 2006. 
Erin N. Wiseman, B.A., 2006, and DJ Pai·kin on 
October 22, 2005. 
Births 
1980s 
Richard David Tooker, B.S., 1988, and his wife 
Robin announce a daughter, Eva Louise, born June 21, 
2006. Eva is welcomed by sister Grace. The family 
resides in Fitchburg, Wisconsin. 
1990s 
Russell A. Lee, B.S., 1990, and his wife Emily 
Cantner-Lee Mnounce a son, Logan Duncan, born 
August I, 2006. Logan is welcomed by brothers 
Cameron Md Spencer. The family resides in Lansing. 
Laura M. (La Voie) Leshock, B.S., 1991, and her 
husband David announce a daughter, Olivia Renee, 
born July 12, 2006. Olivia is welcomed by brothers 
Adam and Owen. TI1e family resides in South Lyon. 
Jose L. Reyna, B.A., 1992, and his wife Rebeca 
announce a daughter, Mia Cai·ina R., born June 12, 
2006. Mia is welcomed by brother Diego. The family 
resides in Grand Rapids. 
Stacy L. (Brogren) Gutow, B.S., 1993, Md her 
husbai1d Kenneth announce a daughter, Addison 
Kendall, born August 27, 2006. Addison is welcomed 
by sister Hannah. The family resides in Troy. 
Robert J. Taylor, Jr., B.S., 1993, and Shelly C. 
Baker-Taylor, B.S., 1996, announce a daughter, Randi 
Caiul, born October 11 , 2006. The family resides in 
Stevensville. 
Maribeth D. (Robak) Wolverton, B.S., 1993, and her 
husband Brian announce a daughter, Lauren Denise, 
born May 22, 2006. Lauren is welcomed by brother 
Nicholas. The family resides in Columbus Grove, 
Ohio. 
Michael P. Farrell, B.A., 1994, and his wife Rachel 
airnounce a son, John Michael, born August 19, 2006. 
Andrew J. Giza, B.S., 1994, and his wife Cathy 
announce a son, Webster Joseph, born June 14, 2005. 
The family resides in Phoenix, Arizona. 
Melissa A. (Miller) Hardy, B.S., 1994, and 'Iroy A. 
Hardy, B.A., 1994, announce a daughter, Fiona Belle, 
born May 3, 2006. Fiona is welcomed by sister Sophia. 
The family resides in Los Angeles. 
Anthony M. Nicolette, B.B.A., 1994, ai1d Rebecca 
J. (Brouwer) Nicolette, B.A., 1995, M.Ed., 2003, 
announce a daughter, Claire Elizabeth, born March 25, 
2006. The family resides in Spa1ta. 
Valerie R. Rhodes-Sorrelle, M.P.A., 1994, and 
her husband Robert announce a daughter, Cameron 
Danielle, born August 31, 2006. The family resides in 
Grand Rapids. 
Steven W. Nicolet, B.S., 1995, and Malea R. 
Nicolet, B.A., 1997, announce a daughter, Ayla, born 
September I, 2006. Ayla is welcomed by sister Marisa. 
The family resides in Durhain, North Cai·oLina. 
David J. Schaaf, B.A., 1995, and his wife Sara 
announce a daughter, Emma Rose, born April 30, 
2006. The fanuly resides in Newhall , California. 
Cynthia A. (Keyes) Tatman, B.S., 1995, and her 
husband Dan announce a son, Alexander Daniel, born 
June 20, 2006. Alexander is welcomed by brother 
Aaron. The family resides in Jenison. 
Lawrence W. Garner, B.S., 1996, and hi s wife Carole 
announce a son, Daniel Lawrence, born May 26, 2006. 
Daniel is welcomed by brothers DatTin and Jonathan. 
The fainily resides in New Baltimore. 
Lisa M. (Stoner) Heyboer, B.A., 1996, B.S., 1996, 
M.S.P.T., 2000, ai1d Joshua C. Heyboer, B.F.A., 
1998, announce a daughter, Kendall Morgan, born 
September 6, 2006. The family resides in Wyoming. 
Danielle N. (Riffle) Nwmold, B.B.A., 1996, and her 
husband Jason announce a son, Andrew Joseph, bom 
March 8, 2006. The fan1ily resides in Sterling Heights. 
Katrina J. (Ferguson) Perry, B.S., 1996, and Jason 
L. Perry, B.S., 1997, announce a daughter, Hanna 
Leigh, born March 6, 2006. HMna is welcomed by 
sister Kaitlyn. TI1e family resides in Sparta. 
Richard A. Spanhak, B.B.A., 1996, and Tina M. 
(Bonczynski) Spanhak, B.S., 1996, announce a son, 
CoLin John, born August 14, 2006. Colin is welcomed 
by brother Zachaiy. The family resides in Georgetown, 
Texas. 
Brian F. 'Irembly, B.S., 1996, M.S.P.T., 1999, and 
Sarah (Vander Roest) 'Irembly, B.S., 1998, Mnounce 
a daughter, Megan Ann, born November 30, 2005. 
Megan is welcomed by siblings Joshua and Kate. The 
family resides in Caipentersville, Illinois. 
Denise A. (Cleary) Webber, B.S., 1996, B.S.N., 1998, 
and her husbai1d Kevin announce a son, Aiden Joseph, 
born Mai·ch 19, 2006. TI1e fan1ily resides in Sterling 
Heights. 
Christine E. (Alonzo) Carlisle, B.A., 1997, and her 
husbai1d Aai·on announce a daughter, Avery ELizabeth, 
born August 12, 2006. Ave1y is welcomed by sister 
Emily. TI1e family resides in Evans, Georgia. 
Maureen E. (Stamm) Carmody, B.S.N., 1997, and 
her husband Brian aimounce a daughter, Clare Jaines, 
born August 24, 2006. Clare is welcomed by sister 
Reese. TI1e family resides in Caledonia. 
Michelle A. (Walker) Patterson, B.A., 1997, and 
her husband Christopher announce a daughter, 
Brianna Fay, born July 22, 2005. The fanli ly resides in 
Georgetown, Texas. 
Kristopher R. Pawlowski, B.B.A., 1997, and his wife 
Kristin announce a daughter, Madison Susan Elizabeth, 
born July 6, 2006. The family resides in Rochester 
Hills. 
Nicole L. Ellet, B.A., 1998, and Mark Cardinal 
announce a son, Aidan James Ellet-Cardinal. Aidan 
is welcomed by sister Sarah. The family resides in 
Hancock. 
Michele A. Lukas, B.S., 1998, and Erik J. Nielson, 
B.S., 1998, announce a son, Jackson James, born 
March 13, 2006. The fan1i ly resides in Holly Sp1ings, 
North Carolina. 
Karen A. (MacTavish) GharajanJoo, B.A., 1998, 
and her husband Ral1mon announce a daughter, Lauren 
Bailey, born August 16, 2006. Lauren is welcomed by 
brother Ryan. The fanlily resides in Livonia. 
Mark D. Green, B.B.A., 1999, and Kristen (McFall) 
Green, B.B.A., 1999, announce a son, Logan Daniel, 
born June 14, 2006. The fanliJy resides in Grand 
Rapids. 
Alexis S. Moore-Newman, B.S., 1999, and her 
husband Al announce a son, Luke Philip, born May 12, 
2006. Luke is welcomed by sisters Vanessa and Olivia. 
The family resides in Belleville. 
Stephanie M. (Sparks) Newton, B.B.A., 1999, B.A., 
2000, and her husband Samuel announce a daughter, 
Elizabeth Marie, born September 30, 2006. The family 
resides in Kalamazoo. 
Allison J. (Smith) Randall, B.S., 1999, and her 
husband Mike announce a son, Sagan Smith, born June 
12, 2006. The fami ly resides in Austin, Texas. 
Kristina M. (Schaefer) Rinderspacher, B.S., 
1999, and her husband Frank announce a son, Lukas 
Stephen, born October 4, 2006. Lukas is welcomed by 
brother Logan. The fanlily resides in Prntage. 
2000s 
Haylee A. (Ruckle) Apol, B.S., 2000, and Andrew J. 
Apol, B.S., 2003, announce a son, Cayden J, born June 
14, 2006. The fanlily resides in Kentwood. 
Beverly (Berganos) Johnson, B.S., 2000, and her 
husband Ryan announce a daughter, Mia Grace, born 
November 26, 2005. The fanliJy resides in Chicago. 
Julie C. (Winger) Klaft, B.S., 2000, M.P.A.S., 2002, 
and her husband Richard announce a daughter, Abigail 
Elizabeth, born March 28, 2006. The fanlily resides in 
ew Baltimore. 
Christopher M. Laframboise, B.S., 2000, M.P.A.S., 
2003, and Kasie E. (Kadar) LaFramboise, B.A., 
2000, announce a daughter, Audrey Jean, born Mru'Ch 
20, 2006. The fanli ly resides in Hru·bor Beach. 
Zachary M. Matzke, B.S., 2000, and Christina 
(Herbert) Matzke, B.S., 2000 announce a daughter, 
Ella Grace, born Septernber 27, 2006. 
Justin J. Meyers, B.S., 2000, and Stephanie D. 
(Helmholdt) Meyers, B.S.N., 2002, announce a 
son, Gavin Justin, born Febrnmy 9, 2006. The fami ly 
resides in Schenectady, New York. 
Tamara L. (Long) Numinen, B.B.A., 2000, and her 
husband Keven announce a son, Gaven Keven, born 
July 8, 2006. The family resides in Redford. 
Alicia K. (Krause) Richards, B.A., 2000, B.S., 2000, 
m1d her husband John announce a son, Aidan John, 
born September 26, 2005. Aidan in welcomed by 
brother Triston. 
Matthew T. Allan, B.A., 2001, and Sarah C. 
(Kostishak) Allan, B.A., 2003, rumounce a son, Elijah 
Thayne, born Febrnruy 9, 2006. The family resides in 
Aurora, Illinois. 
Timothy J. McElwee, B.S., 2001, and Heather 
M. Bill, B.S., 2002, announce a son, Owen Henry, 
bom September 25, 2006. The fami ly resides in Po11 
Washington, New York. 
Terri L. Moore, B.S., 2001, M.S.P.T., 2004, and 
Derek Raymond Hamp announce a son, Grru1t 
Raymond Hamp, born September 26, 2006. 
Regina J. Russell-Dixon, B.A., 2001, and her husband 
Daimond announce a son, Kellen Maddux, born May 
23, 2006. Kellen is welcomed by siblings Ronin and 
Tatiana. The family resides in Grandville. 
Karen K. (Jackson) Raseman, B.S., 2001, and her 
husbm1d Jim announce a son, Alexander Patrick, born 
July 11 , 2006. Alexander is welcomed by brother 
Ethan. The fanlily resides in Plainwell. 
Bianca P. (DeBoer) Sharp, B.S.W., 2001, and her 
husband Lru1y announce a son, Trevor Brendan, born 
July 9, 2006. The family resides in Newaygo. 
Brian L. Tingley, B.S., 2001, and Margaret E. 
(Spragg) Tingely, B.S., 2002, announce a daughter, 
Ava Josephine, bom Mru·ch 31, 2006. Ava is welcomed 
by sister Taylor. The fam ily resides in Grand Rapids. 
Michael L. Van Ommen, B.B.A., 2001, and Lisa 
M. (Lubbers) Van Ommen, B.S., 2002, rumounce a 
daughter, Lauren Nicole, born September 13, 2006. 
The family resides in Hami lton. 
Jason L. Van Toi, B.S., 2001, and llis wife Luci 
announce a daughter, Aaliyah Renee, born October 30, 
2005. The fanlily resides in Madison Heights. 
Paul P. Conner, B.S., 2002, and his wife Ashley 
mmounce a son, Nathaniel Paul, born June 19, 2006. 
Nathatliel is welcomed by sisters Alexanchia and 
Annaliese. The fmru ly resides in Spmta. 
Amanda L. (Baker) Zion, B.S., 2002, ru1d her 
husbru1d Eric announce a son, Jackson Theodore Lorn, 
born April 17, 2006. 
ALUMNI I BRIEFS 
Brooke E. (Schaap) Hein, B.S., 2003, and Aaron R. 
Hein, B.B.A., 2004, announce a son, Cm·son James, 
born October 15, 2006. The family resides in F111itpo1t. 
Laura A. (Buitenhuis) Heyboer, M.Ed., 2003, and 
her husband Mru'Vin announce a daughter, Kath1yn 
Ann Gayle, born October 14, 2005. Kathryn is 
welcomed by brother Michael. The family resides in 
Ripon, California. 
Eric J. Inch, B.S., 2003, and his wife Tan1my 
announce a daughter, Adriruma Lynn, born July 18, 
2005. The fanlily resides in Grru1d Rapids. 
Cortney (Miller) Lamb, B.A., 2003, and her husband 
Andrew announce a son, Brayson Thomas, born July 
I 0, 2006. The family resides in Frankfo,t. 
Phillip V. Condon, B.B.A., 2003, and Sarah M. 
Condon, B.B.A., 2006, announce a son, Kellen Vegas, 
born July 18, 2006. The fanli ly resides in Grand 
Rapids. 
Latoria Q. (Thomas) Lee, M.Ed., 2004, and her 
husband William announce a son, William Jeffery, 
born Mru'Ch 30, 2006. The fami ly resides in Niles. 
Heather N. (Bolhuis) Stob, B.S., 2006, and her 
husband AlTon announce twin daughters, Grace 
Kath1yn and Mara Jade, born June 16, 2006. The 
fanlily resides in Hopkins. 
In Memorium 
Blaise M. Anderson, Jr., Nunica, Micl1igru1, B.B.A., 
2004, on November 10, 2006. 
Marilyn S. Bishop, Cascade Township, Miclligan, 
B.S., 1979, B.S.N., 2000, on November 14, 2006. 
Melvin P. Breen, Allendale, Michigru1, B .A., 1967, on 
November 14, 2006. 
Roy A. Evenhouse, Holland, Michigan, B.B.A., 1978, 
on August 23, 2006. 
Herbert Koedoot, Spring Lake, Michigan, B.B.A., 
1975, on September 23, 2006. 
Ernest H. Lieb, Muskegon, l\1ichigan, B.A., 1978, on 
September 23, 2006. 
Patricia L. Sims, Blytheville, Arkansas. B.S., 1988, on 
April 4, 1995. 
Richard J. Veach, Greenville, Michigan. B.S. , 1973 
on August 4, 2006. 
In the Fall 2006 issue, a death annou11ce111ent was 
mistakenly printed for Virginia S. (Swart) Purcell, 
Battle Creek, B.S., 1973. We apologize to Virginia, her 
fam ily a11dji·ie11ds for this env1: 
Don't lose touch! 
To serve you better, your Alumni 
Association needs to know where you 
are. Please contact the Alumni Relations 
staff any time your family, business, 
education status or address changes. 
To update your personal data: 
• Cal I 800-558-0541 
• Send an e-mail to 
alumni@gvsu.edu 
• Visit www.gvsu .edu/ 
alumni and click on 
"Stay Connected." 
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Out to Lunch 
History professor performs ·out there,' intense form of jazz 
- by Dottie Barnes 
1 t was a defining moment in his life . Craig Benjamin, assistant professor of history, was just 16 when he heard 
sounds that would set the course for 
the next 20 years of his life. His family 
was in Paris. They were moving back to 
Austra li a, where he was born and raised, 
after living in England for six years. 
"We went to a French jazz club and my 
brother and I went down to the basement," 
said Benjamin. " It was smoky and dingy 
and I was abso lutely smitten with what I 
was hearing. The performers, who wore 
berets and had goatees, were playing this 
French, beatnik jazz. They played double 
bass, flute and bongos. And, that was it; I 
lmew I had to learn the flute." 
Benjamin was already familiar with 
music and more traditional forms of 
jazz. His father is a top Australian jazz 
musician, playing flute , clarinet and 
saxophone. Benjamin grew up with a 
tambourine in his hand, hanging out with 
his dad 's band. "I would literally sit on 
the lounge room floor at a very young age 
and play along with my father's band," 
he said. 
By age I 0, Benjamin was proficient 
on the piano and had taken in the sounds 
of some of the jazz greats like the Miles 
Davis Quintet, Count Basie and the 
Duke Ellington Big Band. But after 
experiencing aggressive jazz in that Paris 
club, he learned to play the flute from 
a classical player, and also learned the 
saxophone. 
Benjamin spent his upper teen years 
playing with rock and blues bands, and 
performing in traditional jazz groups with 
his dad. His passion for music grew as he 
played with friends at Australian National 
University. After two years of studying 
history and politics, he decided to drop 
out of school. He and two friends formed 
a trio called Out to Lunch. Benjamin 
played flute and saxophone and his 
friends played drums and bass. 
"I told my parents after I dropped out," 
he said . "They were horrified. My friend 
and I drove to Sydney and got a crummy, 
rundown apartment. We spent the next six 
years playing and traveling and hearing 
great jazz musicians li ke Dave Brubeck. 
We played many of the great jazz clubs in 
Australia and even made a few albums." 
Out to Lunch and Benjamin's big band, 
Out Front, played very intense music. 
"We played an avant garde form of jazz, 
like John Coltrane," he explained. "This 
is not easy listening. It's in your face, no 
compromising, uncommercial free jazz. 
"Our group was unusual in the fact 
that we didn't have a chord instrument, 
no guitar or piano. But, we were trying to 
liberate ourselves from typical jazz." 
Musicians try to find their own voice 
and Benjamin said he found his by 
playing in the band and learning tricks 
and cues from the other players. 
"A huge amount of energy just courses 
through my veins and fingers," he 
explained. "I have a lot of speed and a lot 
of power when I play. And if I'm playing 
with a powerful bass and drum player 
then I can take myself to very high energy 
levels, which I think my students would 
be shocked by." Benjamin said the flute is 
considered a soft-sounding instrument, but 
he can make it sing and growl ... like Jimi 
Hendrix on the guitar. 
The members of Out to Lunch joined 
a jazz study program through Sydney 
University, so they would practice all 
morning, take classes all day and then 
play in clubs all night. Benjamin said 
the sustained practice was demanding 
technically, but it allowed him to 
spontaneously create music. 
While Benjamin admits it was an 
exciting time, the life of a musician means 
a tenuous economic existence. He got 
married and started a family. To bring in 
more money, he taught music lessons and 
conducted school band orchestras while 
playing clubs at night. 
"Teaching music became very 
rewarding, so I thought about getting a 
teaching degree," he said. "I took classes 
at Macquarie University in Sydney and 
ended up hating the education classes, but 
loved the history classes I was taking for 
fun. That led to my doctorate in ancient 
history." 
Benjamin started spending more 
time teaching than playing. He and his 
wife Pamela moved to Grand Rapids 
from Australia in 2003. The history 
buff said he considers teaching much 
like a performance. "You can entertain 
without cheapening what you're doing," 
he said. "You need to bring enthusiasm, 
energy and passion to what you're doing. 
You wrap up and involve students so it 
eventually becomes a group performance, 
with everyone playing their role." 
He continues to play his Yamaha alto 
sax AS 61, his King Super 20 tenor sax 
(made in 1951) and his Armstrong 90 
solid silver flute. He incorporates music 
into his classroom and has landed a few 
gigs at Grand Valley, even playing for a 
student's wedding. 
"It's an incredible, cathartic release of 
emotion that so many other people don't 
have," he said. "I'd like to think I touch, 
entertain and move people. At the core 
of being an entertainer or teacher is to 
impact peoples' lives, to move to tears if 
necessary, to enrich their lives. 
"Teachers and entertainers both try 
to leave the world a better place, they 
just use different tools. I used to carry 
my flute, sax and a microphone stand. 
Now, I carry a laptop, briefcase and data 
projector. It's the same job with different 
equipment. I'm a much better teacher 
because I've been a musician my 
whole life." 
110000-63004-665 
Order 2006 football championship season highlight video, DVD 
Grand Valley brought home its fourth national football 
champ ionsh ip in the last five years, beating Northwest 
Missouri State, 17-14, December 16 in Florence, Alabama. 
Laker fans can relive the highlights of a 15-0 season 
with a high light video or DVD; produced by News and 
Information Se rvices and Bill Cuppy of Cuppy Product ions. 
"All Four Won and Won for All" is written and narrated 
by veteran sports journalist Tom Cleary. The DVD extras 
include interviews with players and coaches. 
r ------------------- - ----- --- ------ , 
• VHS$15 
• DVD $15 
• Sales tax (Ml res idents add 6%) 
Quantity Tota l 
• Shipping and handling (up to $35 add $3; $35.01 and over add $6) 
GVSU students and employees can save on shipping by picking up items in 260 LMH. 
Total ____ _ 
Name 
Address ------------------- ~ 
City, State, ZIP ________________ _ _ 
Phone number _____ _ ___________ _ 
Method of payment 
__ Check enclosed (payable to Grand Valley State University) 
Credit card (circle) VISA MC DIS AMEX 
Card number __________ ________ _ 
Expiration date _________________ _ 
Name on card _____ _ ___________ _ 
Signature ______ _____________ _ 
@~~~!~ 
1 Campus Drive 
Allendale Ml 49401 
Return Service Requested 
How to order: 
• Complete this form and mail it to News and Information 
Services Office, 260 LMH, Allendale, Ml 49401. 
(Call (616) 331-222 1 with questions.) 
• Fax this form to (616) 331-2250. 
• Order online at www.gvsu.edu/footballorder. 
• Items are also available at the Grand Valley Bookstores. 
Quarterback Cullen Finnerty raises the championship trophy 
after he helped lead the Lakers to their fourth national title in 
five years. 
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